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 This dissertation consists of five chapters that focus on the price discovery role of equity 
markets and examine the evolution of intraday stock price volatility as a key measure of market 
quality. Using six differentiated measures of intraday volatility (that mostly focus on the opening 
half-hour of trading), all common stocks listed at three stock exchanges with varying levels of 
fragmentation are analyzed: NYSE and NASDAQ stocks over the period 1993-2012, and 
Istanbul Stock Exchange (ISE) stocks over the period 2000-2011. 
 The results on the evolution of intraday volatility presented in Chapters 2 and 3 indicate 
the following: In 1993, opening period volatility for NYSE listed stocks was considerably lower 
than it was for NASDAQ stocks. Over the years that followed, NASDAQ’s opening volatility 
fluctuated widely, but has exhibited neither an upward nor a downward trend. For the NYSE, on 
the other hand, opening volatility has risen appreciably; now, and in recent years, its pattern 
closely matches that of NASDAQ. ISE listed stocks exhibited much higher intraday volatility at 




 Recognizing the differences in the evolution of fragmentation in these three markets, 
Chapter 4 presents an analysis of the relation between stock-level fragmentation and the 
corresponding intraday volatility for the U.S. stocks. The chapter documents a positive and 
persistent relationship between fragmentation and opening period volatility. 
 In light of the results presented in this dissertation, it is important for market participants 
to recognize the complexities of the price discovery process in the marketplace and to target on 
developing more efficient trading mechanisms that will improve the quality of prices. These 
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Chapter 1 : 
 
Introduction 
 A major role that equity markets play in an economy is to facilitate capital raising in the 
primary markets. A successful primary market is one of the key drivers of economic growth in a 
country. Additionally, a stock exchange has other functions that are important in their own way 
and are necessary to improve its capital raising role. These functions are to provide sufficient 
liquidity, and efficient quantity and price discovery for the investors in the secondary market. 
 The quality of these services provided by the exchange determines the trading costs such 
as spreads and market impact costs that investors in the secondary market have to bear. While 
the liquidity provider role of an exchange is widely recognized in the literature, the latter two 
functions, quantity and price discovery, are not as extensively explored. Leaving quantity 
discovery to future research, this dissertation focuses on the price discovery aspect of equity 
markets. Using intraday volatility, specifically at market openings, as the key measure, the 
quality of price discovery is analyzed for NYSE and NASDAQ listed stocks over the period 
1993-2012, and for Istanbul Stock Exchange (ISE) listed stocks over the period 2000-2011. 
 Equity markets around the world have gone through numerous changes over the last two 
decades. Several regulations have been introduced over this period in both the U.S. and Turkish 
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equity markets. In the U.S., these include the Order Handling Rules (OHRs, 1997), Regulation 
Alternative Trading Systems (Reg ATS, 1998), decimalization (2000), and Regulation National 
Market System (Reg NMS, 2007); and in Turkey, extension of trading hours (2001, 2007, 2008, 
2009), tick size reduction (2003, 2010), introduction of opening call auctions (2007, 2009), 
unconditional order cancellation and anonymity (2010). 
 Along with the regulatory changes, technological developments have reshaped the 
financial markets. From the advent of high-frequency trading to the proliferation of new trading 
venues, the current structure of the markets is much different then what it was a decade ago. 
However, it should be noted that while technological improvements have been prevalent in all 
three of the markets analyzed in this research, and new trading systems have been implemented 
in all of them, these markets have differed significantly in the level of fragmentation they 
experienced in their order flow. 
 For the U.S. markets, fragmentation came as a result of regulatory initiatives to increase 
competition in the marketplace. As stated by O’Hara and Ye (2011), “In the United States, 
fragmentation was an expected outgrowth of Regulation National Market System (Reg NMS), 
particularly because of the changes required by Rule 611 (trade-through rule).”1 While both 
NYSE and NASDAQ stocks were subject to this regulation, it was predominantly the NYSE 
stocks that were affected by it, because NASDAQ had historically been a fragmented market 
with competition among its numerous dealers. The NYSE’s market share decreased from about 
80% before 2005 to below 30% by 2012. On the other hand, ISE has been and has remained a 
virtually 100% consolidated market as the only trading venue in Turkey for Turkish stocks. 
                                                 
1 Rule 611 is discussed in Section 4.1. 
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 Several papers in the literature have investigated the effects of specific market structure 
changes over the years.2 As most research shows, spreads, as one of the main components of 
transaction costs, are lower in today’s markets. However, market depth at the top of the book is 
relatively small and quotes frequently change (in fact, they can flicker). Market impact costs 
have become even harder to measure due to the reduced block trading and increased practice of 
order slicing and dicing. Therefore, it becomes more important to focus on the stability of quotes 
and prices than on the tightness of spreads and market impact costs. The intraday volatility 
approach undertaken in this dissertation is geared towards measuring this price (in)stability 
because the inefficiencies in price discovery are expected to be manifested in intraday volatility. 
 In the theoretical world of perfectly efficient markets, prices respond only to changes in 
information. All new information gets reflected in share values instantaneously, and since totally 
new information cannot be predicted, stock prices follow random walks. Therefore, the volatility 
of stock prices can be fully attributed to informational events. 
 However, in the real world of trading, we observe trading frictions that introduce both 
explicit transaction costs such as commissions and trading fees, and also implicit costs such as 
bid-ask spreads, market impact costs, and price discovery noise. As a result, the volatility 
experienced in the real-world stock prices include both a good component that is caused by 
informational price movements, and a bad component that is an artifact of the frictions in the 
trading process. The challenges faced during the dynamic and noisy process of price discovery 
encapsulates all of these trading frictions. These frictions introduce serial correlation in stock 
returns that is predominantly negative, and in so doing, they elevate the level of intraday 
                                                 
2 See Christie and Huang (1994), Barclay (1997), Bessembinder (1999), Barclay, Christie, Harris, Kandel, and 
Schultz (1999), Chung and Chuwonganant (2012), and O’Hara and Ye (2011). 
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volatility above a level that would be expected of a random walk, good-volatility only 
environment. In addition, the elevation observed in the markets, especially near market openings 
and closings, is too high to be explained by spreads and market impact costs alone. Thus, the 
accentuation of intraday volatility can be used to measure the quality of price discovery process, 
which provides a good indication regarding the efficiency of a market. 
 In a concept release by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (2010), the 
importance of intraday volatility is also recognized and stated as follows: “... short-term price 
volatility may harm individual investors if they are persistently unable to react to changing prices 
as fast as high frequency traders. ... Excessive short-term volatility may indicate that long-term 
investors, even when they initially pay a narrow spread, are being harmed by short-term price 
movements that could be many times the amount of the spread.” 
 The best time to observe and test the quality of price discovery in a market is when the 
market is under stress. It is at stressful times that the complexities in the process of price 
discovery are most evident in the path that stock prices follow. During relatively calm periods of 
trading, markets are not as challenged in determining the equilibrium prices. Market opening and 
closing periods are the two most stressful times of the trading day due to the relatively heavy 
order flow they experience. While the reason for the intensified stress at market closings is 
simpler (the need to fill the remaining orders and get the job done), market openings provide a 
more appropriate environment to assess the quality of price discovery since this is the time when 




 Therefore, the analysis carried out in this dissertation focuses on the periods around 
market openings. Alan and Schwartz (2013) show that opening half-hour volatility can be 
accentuated even when the largest U.S. stocks are considered at times when there are no stock-
specific news stories. After calculating an opening volatility and a spread-adjusted volatility for 
all U.S. stock/day observations in 2011, they sort these stocks by their adjusted volatility into 20 
equally sized groups. Identifying the Dow 30 stocks in each of the groups, Alan and Schwartz 
(2013) observe that no Dow stock observations fall into the four groups with the lowest spread-
adjusted opening volatility. Furthermore, they hone in on a selected observation from the highest 
volatility group which is the price path Disney stock (DIS) followed on August 10, 2011. Their 
findings indicate that Disney stock, trading at an average price of $30.34, experienced a $2.31 
(7.61%) price fluctuation during the first half-hour of trading on that day, while its time-
weighted average spread was only 2 cents. Not finding any major news announcements for the 
stock or the broad market at that time, Alan and Schwartz (2013) conclude that the cause of these 
observed price movements is the dynamic price discovery process rather than rapidly changing 
information. Their analysis and findings further motivate this dissertation to focus on the 
volatility at market openings to infer the efficiency of price discovery. 
 The efficiency of price discovery depends on (i) the trading systems being employed 
which determine how orders are integrated and turned into transactions, (ii) the efficacy of inter-
market competition, and (iii) the regulatory structure. The establishment of superior trading 
facilities, a more vibrant competitive structure for the industry, and good regulation can improve 
price discovery efficiency and, as a result, dampen the accentuation of intraday volatility. 
Reciprocally, the establishment of inferior systems, an overly concentrated or fragmented 
competitive environment, and poor regulations can impair price discovery efficiency and further 
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accentuate intraday volatility. Consequently, the path that intraday volatility follows over time 
should be a good indicator of how market quality has responded to the very fundamental changes 
in trading systems, competition, and regulation that have occurred in recent decades. 
 The Turkish stock market offers an apt contrast to the two U.S. stock exchanges 
examined in this research. While all three markets have been subjected to rapid structural, 
technological and regulatory changes, each of them has experienced a different competitive 
environment. In the US, the recent regulatory and technological developments have led to a 
major market structure change: trading in the U.S. equity markets has become increasingly 
fragmented across multiple trading venues. The result of this change is most sharply experienced 
by the NYSE listed stocks, since this was a highly consolidated market until about a decade ago. 
On the other hand, the NASDAQ market has always been fragmented across multiple, 
competitive dealers, so stocks listed in this market were not as much affected by the rule change. 
In comparison, stock trading in the Turkish market has always been virtually 100% consolidated 
at the ISE. As a result, these three stock exchanges provide three distinct stories regarding 
fragmentation: NYSE was a consolidated market which became fragmented over time; 
NASDAQ has been and stayed fragmented; and the ISE has been and stayed consolidated over 
time. 
 The results of the intraday volatility analysis indicate the following: In 1993, opening 
period volatility for NYSE listed stocks was just a fraction of what it was for NASDAQ stocks. 
Over the years that followed, NASDAQ’s opening volatility fluctuated widely, but has exhibited 
neither an upward nor a downward trend. For the NYSE, on the other hand, opening volatility 
has risen appreciably; now, and in recent years, its pattern closely matches that of NASDAQ. 
ISE listed stocks exhibited much higher intraday volatility at the beginning of the sample period 
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(in 2000), but it decreased over the next twelve years. The patterns observed for the three 
exchanges lead to the inference that intraday volatility has (i) increased in the market where 
trading became more fragmented (NYSE); (ii) not trended in the market where trading was 
always fragmented (NASDAQ); and (iii) decreased in the market where trading has remained 
consolidated (ISE). Therefore, this dissertation further investigates the effect of fragmentation on 
intraday volatility in the U.S. markets by computing stock-specific fragmentation measures. The 
results indicate that more fragmented stock trading is associated with higher opening volatility in 
the U.S. markets. 
 In summary, main contribution of this dissertation to the literature is to investigate the 
evolution of market quality over a relatively long period of time (20 years for the U.S. market 
and 12 years for the Turkish market), and to assess the collective impact of the several regulatory 
and technological developments on market quality. Secondly, the analysis of intraday volatility 
provides a comprehensive measure of market quality that incorporates the standard 
microstructure factors such as the bid-ask spreads, market impact costs, and price discovery 
efficiency. Another important contribution of this research is to assess the impacts of 
fragmentation on market quality, for this remains a highly debated topic in current financial 
markets and has been an unresolved empirical issue. 
 This dissertation is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 presents the intraday volatility 
analysis for the U.S. exchanges (NYSE and NASDAQ). In Chapter 3, results for the Turkish 
market (ISE) are presented. Chapter 4 hones in on the issue of fragmentation and presents the 
effects of fragmentation on intraday volatility for the U.S. market stocks. Chapter 5 concludes 
the dissertation and suggests potential paths for future research. 
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Chapter 2 : 
 
Measurement and Evolution of Intraday 
Volatility 
2.1 Intraday Price Volatility: A Measure of Market Quality 
Accentuated intraday stock price volatility, as discussed in Chapter 1, is an outcome of 
the collective impact of several microstructure factors such as bid-ask spreads, market impact 
costs, and price discovery noise. Stock prices fluctuate with accentuated frequency in short time 
intervals as they bounce back and forth across the bid-ask spread; as they are temporarily pushed 
up and down by large buy and sell orders (market impact); and as prices search dynamically for 
equilibrium values that are themselves always subject to change. As a result, brief, intraday price 
swings are caused by, and reflect, the collective impact of these microstructure factors. 
Therefore, it is the key measure of market quality employed in this research. 
In this chapter, I first present the reasoning behind the volatility analysis in terms of the 
relationship between the variance of returns and the length of the differencing interval over 
which these returns are measured. In an efficient market where share prices follow random walk, 
we would expect the shorter-term volatility to be comparable to the longer-term volatility in a 
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relationship that was first described in Schwartz and Whitcomb (1979).3 Hasbrouck and 
Schwartz (1988) extend this framework to develop a measure of market efficiency and analyze 
the excessive variance in short-period returns. They show theoretically that in an informationally 
efficient market without execution costs, the short period returns variance should be equal to the 
long period returns variance scaled down by the number of short period intervals that comprise 
the long period.4 To formally present this relationship, first I define short-period stock returns in 















lnR       (2.1) 
where tR  denotes the logarithmic return over interval t, tP  and 1tP  denote the share price at 
points at time t and t – 1, respectively. Thus, the specification of t identifies the length of the 
measurement interval (e.g., t can be a count of minutes, hours, or days). 
Next step is to obtain the longer-period stock return, which can simply be done through 
summing the short-period returns due to the returns being defined with the logarithmic function. 
For example, the open-to-close return in a trading day can be calculated as the sum of the 13 









      (2.2) 
                                                 
3 This time-variance relationship is also summarized more recently in Alan, Bildik, and Schwartz (2013). 
4 They empirically assess this relationship for NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ stocks exchanges over the 24 half-hour 
intervals that compose two trading days. 
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After obtaining the variance of returns, the following equation defines the relationship 
between the long-period and short-period volatility based on the assumption that price changes 
are follow a random walk (i.e. are i.i.d.). 
     t
T
t
tT RVarTRVarRVar  
1
    (2.3) 
where TR  denotes the logarithmic return over the longer interval T (e.g., open-to-close returns), 
T also corresponds to the number of short period intervals in one long period (e.g., 13 half-hour 
periods in a trading day), and tR  denotes the logarithmic return over the shorter interval t (e.g., 
half-hour returns). It is apparent from this equation that volatility in a random walk environment 
increases linearly with the length of the measurement interval T. This linear relationship can 
serve as a benchmark for assessing the level of intraday price volatility under non-random walk 
conditions.5 
 However, introducing the execution costs into the picture, relaxing the random walk 
assumptions, and allowing for returns autocorrelations, Hasbrouck and Schwartz (1988) show 
that intraday volatility is accentuated due to the non-zero autocovariance of short-period returns, 
as presented in Equation 2.4: 






     (2.4) 
                                                 
5 The time-variance relationship can also be analyzed by matching the standard deviation of returns and with the 












stt RRCov  and ),( 1,1, stt RRCov   is the autocovariance in short period 
returns separated by s periods, s = 1, … , T – 1. 
It is important to note that the summation term in   includes both first order and higher 
orders of autocorrelation. Negative first order autocorrelation, by itself, will translate into the 
accentuation of the short-period volatility compared to the long-period volatility. Higher orders 
of autocorrelation are also important because volatility accentuation can also occur if positive 
first order autocorrelation coexists with higher orders of autocorrelation that are negative. 
 Unless the covariance terms in Equation 2.4 cancel each other out perfectly, they will 
cause the random walk world relation in Equation 2.3 to not hold in a world with trading 
frictions. In other words; 
 If covariance terms are predominantly positive, then 0  and 







     (2.5) 
 If covariance terms are predominantly negative, then 0  and 







     (2.6) 
When Equation 2.5 holds, it means that the short-period returns variance is depressed, on 
the other hand, when Equation 2.6 holds, it means that the short-period returns variance is 
accentuated. Therefore, the sign of   determines whether intraday volatility will be accentuated 
or depressed. The price pattern that would lead to a negative   is called mean reversion. When 
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prices mean revert, autocorrelation of stock returns will primarily be negative. However, a 
trending stock price will lead to a primarily positive autocorrelation. Hence, it is important to 
understand which microstructure frictions are expected to cause mean reversion vs. trending in 
stock prices. 
As described by Hasbrouck and Schwartz (1988), the sign of the covariance terms in 
Equation 2.4 ( ) depends on microstructure factors such as spreads, market impact, and price 
discovery error, and their relative importance in determining price patterns. Spreads and market 
impact are widely examined in the literature. They are expected to cause mean reverting prices 
and result in a negative  . Spreads lead to mean reversion in prices by causing a bounce 
between the bid and the ask prices, whereas market impact translates into mean reversion when 
the stock price reverts back after a large buy (sell) order pushes the price up (down). In his 
theoretical study, Roll (1984) shows that the prices bouncing between the bid-ask spread will 
induce a negative serial covariance in price changes. In addition, Schwartz and Francioni (2004) 
explain that market impact costs and price discovery error will exacerbate the effect of bid-ask 
spreads. The empirical literature also provides evidence of negative returns autocorrelations 
measured over short-period intervals. Madhavan, Richardson, and Roomans (1997) compute 
actual and implied returns autocorrelations over one and a half hour intervals of the trading day 
(half-hour periods used at market opening and closings) using transaction prices and quotes, and 
report that the average correlations are negative across their sample of 274 NYSE listed stocks. 
 Out of the three trading frictions mentioned above that cause the non-zero covariance 
terms in Equation 2.4, it is relatively straightforward to understand the effect of spreads and 
market impact costs, while the direct effect of price discovery is less clear. Mean reversion of 
prices translates into predominantly negative returns autocorrelation. However, the complexities 
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in the price discovery process may lead to either mean reversion or trending of stock prices. 
When new information is revealed, the market searches for a new equilibrium price. As price 
moves towards the new equilibrium, it may undershoot or overshoot this new price point, and 
thereby lead to a positive or negative returns autocorrelation, respectively. Though, both positive 
and negative autocorrelation can occur concurrently at different orders of autocorrelation. For 
example, following bullish news, prices can trend up over a sequence of positive returns (first 
order positive autocorrelation), overshoot a new equilibrium value, and then revert back down to 
the new equilibrium over a sequence of negative returns (once again, first order positive 
autocorrelation).  However, because of the reversal, prices that were initially rising are now 
followed by prices that are falling, and this translates into negative higher order returns 
autocorrelation.  As the empirical evidence suggests, negative autocorrelation and hence 
accentuated volatility predominates.6 Thus, the accentuated intraday volatility can largely be 
attributed to the complexities of price discovery, especially in the neighborhood of a market’s 
opening, which is a particularly challenging time of the trading day. 
 In applying Equation 2.4, it would be best to match the variance of the short-period 
returns against the variance of returns measured over a period that is long enough to be only 
minimally affected by the microstructure factors. Accordingly, the longer period should be at 
least a day, or even as long as a month. However, for Equation 2.4 to hold exactly, the short-
period returns ( tR ) must be contiguous; unfortunately, because of non-trading periods 
(overnight, over weekend, and over holiday), the tR  returns in a series that extends beyond one 
intraday period are not all contiguous. Consequently, the relationship between an intraday returns 
                                                 




variance and the variance of returns measured for a one-day (24 hour) interval or longer is 
perturbed. Moreover, autocorrelation in the tR  could also span from one day to the other, and 
this will also make that long-period return less than ideal as a benchmark. 
 In light of the difficulty explained above, in this research, I assess the short-period 
volatility, not in relation to a benchmark, but as it has evolved over the sample period (20 years 
for NYSE and NASDAQ listed stocks, 12 years for ISE listed stocks). Based on the assumption 
that the underlying information-based volatility has stayed constant, a predominantly negatively 
inclined trend over time would suggest that, at the beginning of the sample period, intraday 
volatility was accentuated by market structure factors, and a reduction of this volatility over time 
would be consistent with an improvement in market quality. Symmetrically, a predominantly 
upward sloping picture would suggest a deterioration of market quality. This chapter aims to 
analyze these time-series trends. 
2.2 Volatility Accentuation and the U-Shaped Intraday Pattern 
 A large stream of literature investigates and documents the accentuation of intraday 
volatility. In addition to Hasbrouck and Schwartz (1988), some of the other papers that explore 
the link between accentuated short-period volatility and execution costs are Lo and MacKinlay 
(1988), Fleming and Remolona (1999), Stoll (2000), and Bessembinder and Rath (2008). 
 McInish and Wood (1984) conduct minute-by-minute analyses to measure the lead-lag 
relationship between intra-day returns of individual stocks and market indices, and show that 
intra-day returns exhibit a U-shaped pattern. Furthermore, using transactions data for a large 
sample of NYSE stocks, Wood, McInish and Ord (1985) show that the variability of index 
returns across the trading day has a basic U-shaped pattern. McInish and Wood (1990) also show 
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that the variance of intra-minute returns across stocks is higher at the beginning and end of the 
trading day compared to the intervening hours. In addition, Kim, Lockwood and McInish (1998) 
show that intraday stock betas follow a U-shaped pattern throughout the trading day as well. 
 Comparing U.S. markets (NYSE, NASDAQ) to non-U.S. markets (such as London Stock 
Exchange, Euronext Paris, and Deutsche Börse), Ozenbas, Schwartz and Wood (2002) and 
Ozenbas, Pagano and Schwartz (2010) show that a U-shaped intra-day pattern is observed for 
volatility of stock returns both within U.S. markets and outside the U.S. markets. A possible 
explanation for the U-shape pattern is suggested by Paroush, Schwartz and Wolf (2010). 
Motivated by the well-documented finding that intraday stock prices are excessively volatile, 
especially at market openings and closings, Paroush, Schwartz, and Wolf (2010) theoretically 
show that the volatility accentuation can be attributed to the dynamic process of price discovery. 
According to their research, price discovery is a protracted, path-dependent process in an 
environment characterized by divergent expectations and adaptive valuations, and the 
complexities in the process of price discovery can account for the observed elevation of intraday 
price volatility, especially at market openings. 
 As the U-shaped intraday pattern documented by several papers show, market openings 
and closings are more stressful periods compared to the mid-day periods. The accuracy of price 
discovery is most challenged at market openings when new share values are sought following 
any possible overnight changes in the information sets of traders. On the other hand, price 
discovery can also be perturbed at market closings because participants have an urgency to fill 
their orders and balance their portfolios. Both of these disturbances in price discovery lead to 
accentuated volatility. Consequently, when conducting research, distinct attention should be paid 
to the opening and closing minutes of the trading day. 
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2.3 Data and Methodology 
2.3.1 Sample Selection 
 Main data source used in this research is the intraday price and quotes data obtained from 
the NYSE Trades and Quotes (TAQ) database. The TAQ database provides security level 
transactions and quotes data for all U.S. stocks and for each trading day starting from January 4, 
1993. In addition, firm-specific variables such as market capitalization are obtained from the 
Center for Security Prices (CRSP) database.7 The sample period for the volatility analysis in this 
chapter spans from January 1993 to December 2012 which covers 5,037 trading days. The 
sample is restricted to NYSE and NASDAQ listed U.S. common stocks with valid price data on 
CRSP. Stock/month observations with less than $5 and greater than $1,000 monthly average 
price are excluded from the sample. The final sample includes 19,497,545 daily stock 
observations that are comprised 3,332 NYSE listed and 9,583 NASDAQ listed stocks. All 
volatility variables described in the next section are calculated at the stock level. While some 
measures are computed on daily or monthly periodicities, others are computed over longer sub-
sample periods due to the ways they are constructed. Therefore, daily volatility measures are 
averaged over a month in order to make them comparable with the monthly figures.  Finally, all 
volatility measures are winsorized at the 99th percentile to minimize the effect of data errors. 
2.3.2 Intraday Volatility Measures 
 Focusing primarily on the opening half-hour of the trading day (9:30AM to 10:00AM), I 
construct six volatility measures for three separate periodicities; two of them on a daily basis 
                                                 
7 The matching process between TAQ and CRSP databases is explained in Appendix A. 
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(HiLo and Path), two of them on a monthly basis (Std30 and VolOfVol), and the last two over 
different subsections of the sample period (Power and VolCap). The following is a list of these 
volatility measures: 
 High-Low Range (HiLo): The percentage difference between the highest and the lowest 







       (2.7) 
where Pmax and Pmin denote the highest and the lowest recorded transaction price during the 
opening 30-minute interval. In order to be able to contrast across stocks that trade at different 
price levels, the measure is expressed in percentage terms by dividing the Pmax, Pmin range by 
Pmean which represents the average trade price during the same 30-minute interval. In order to 
calculate the accentuation of the extreme price movements in the first half-hour of trading, a 
high-low ratio is also calculated as the ratio of the HiLo for the first half-hour to the HiLo over 









      (2.8) 
 Price Path (Path): The sum of all absolute price changes within the opening 30-minutes 
of the trading day normalized by the average stock price and computed for each day. Path 
captures the total distance that price has traveled within the measurement interval. This measure 
is calculated both on a per trade basis by dividing it by the number of trades, and also on a per 

























   (2.10) 
where Pt is the trade price of the t
th transaction during the opening 30-minute interval and Pmean is 
the average transaction price. NumTr and NumSh are the number of trades and number shares 
traded within the interval, respectively. NumSh is divided by 1,000,000 for scaling purposes. 
 Returns Standard Deviation (Std30): The standard deviation of 30-minute logarithmic 
returns computed over a month. As explained in the first section of this chapter, the accentuation 
of short-period volatility compared to the long-period volatility is an indication of the 
microstructure factors such as spreads, market impact, and price discovery. Focusing on the first 
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where 1, …, N denote the trading days in a month. Similarly, Std30m is computed as the variance 
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Since a trading day in the U.S. equity markets is comprised of 13 half-hour intervals (from 
9:30AM to 4:00PM), Std30m is calculated as the variance of the 13 per day logarithmic returns 
over the N trading days in a month. 
 Volatility of Volatility (VolOfVol): Short-period volatility is itself volatile, and this 
metric assesses this property of the volatility. Using one of the daily volatility measures 
mentioned above (HiLo), volatility of volatility is calculated as the standard deviation of HiLo 
over a month. VolOfVol has an interesting relationship with the underlying, longer-period market 
volatility. As it will be shown later in this chapter, intraday volatility itself is not highly 
correlated with underlying market volatility captured by, for instance, the VIX, but that VolOfVol 
is correlated with the VIX.8 The following can explain this. Intraday volatility is itself 
attributable to microstructure factors such as the bid-ask spread and market impact, which need 
not have a more pronounced effect when the VIX is elevated, and indeed the two variables are 
not highly correlated. But this is not the case for price discovery noise. When the VIX is high, 
price discovery is more challenged and hence intraday vol is more elevated. However, even in 
high VIX periods, there are days of relative calm, days when price discovery is not particularly 
challenged and when, therefore, intraday volatility is not particularly elevated. Consequently, in 
periods when the VIX is high, intraday volatility will fluctuate between relatively high levels and 
relatively low levels. Thus, the VolOfVol will be higher when VIX is higher and, hence, the two 
variables will be positively correlated, as it is observed in the data. In summary, I expect 
VolOfVol to be lower, and its correlation with a measure such as the VIX to be weaker under 
conditions of superior market quality (particularly with respect to price discovery). 
                                                 
8 VIX is the volatility index traded on the Chicago Board of Options Exchange that measures the implied volatility 
of S&P 500 index options. 
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 Power Function Parameter (Power): Volatility spikes of differing magnitudes occur 
with different frequencies, and these differences can be analyzed over the sample period that 
relates the magnitude of an event (the magnitude of an opening volatility spike) to the time that 
has passed since the occurrence of the last event of similar magnitude. 
 Volatility Capture (VolCap): This measure is based on the pricing dynamics of an order 
driven market. If buying by limit order and selling by limit order are separately profitable, the 
two actions can be brought together in a trading strategy that is referred to as volatility capture. 
This metric, introduced first by Handa and Schwartz (1996), assesses stock returns with respect 
to specific, pre-determined price points. 
 The approach works as follows: Using the actual intraday trades data in a simulation 
framework, a network of buy and sell limit orders are positioned around the benchmark of the 
first price observed in the series. The size of the orders does not affect the test; for theoretical 
illustrations, the order size can be taken as one share so there is no possibility of partial 
execution, and the empirical tests carried out in this chapter also uses one share as the order size. 
These buy and sell orders are placed, respectively, 5% below and 5% below the most recent trade 
price.9 If the transaction price in the data feed decreases (increases) to the level of a buy (sell) 
limit order, the simulated buy (sell) order executes and the algorithm sets a new bid and a new 
offer that are, respectively, 5% below and 5% above the value at which the simulated limit order 
has executed. By dynamically adjusting the network of limit orders which are generated by the 
volatility capture algorithm, the limit order network is always kept intact. At the end of each 
                                                 
9 The 5% price limit chosen for the tests in this chapter can be changed in future tests. 
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prescribed simulation run (which is for one year periods in this study), the profitability of the 
trading strategy is calculated as follows: 
  PurchasesSalesVolCap      (2.13) 
s.t. 0 PurchasesSales NN      (2.14) 
where Sales  is the total dollar receipts from all limit sell orders that have executed, and 
 Purchasesis the total dollar expenditure from all limit buy orders that have executed. 
 SalesN is the number of shares sold, and  PurchasesN is the number of shares bought within the 
prescribed period of time. By forcing a purchase or a sale at the end of each simulation run, it is 
ensured that, over the one year test period, the number of shares sold equals the number of shares 
purchased.10 With this share rebalancing condition given in Equation 2.14 satisfied, a positive 
VolCap would indicate the dominance of mean reversion, and a negative VolCap would indicate 
the dominance of trending in the stock prices. Recognizing that mean reversion is a necessary 
condition for a market to function, a VolCap value of zero cannot be taken as a benchmark 
against which to assess market efficiency. Rather, a decrease in VolCap over time can be taken 
as an indication that market efficiency has improved, while an increase in VolCap over time can 
be interpreted as a deterioration of market quality. 
 Each of these measures captures volatility in a differentiated way. HiLo (the price range 
within the first thirty minutes) captures the maximum difference between any two transaction 
prices that were realized in the first thirty minutes of trading, while Path (the sum of all absolute 
                                                 
10 This closing out the position at the end of the year is equivalent to marking-to-market of the VolCap position. 
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price changes in an interval scaled by the average price in that interval) is the total distance that 
price has traveled in the opening period. Std30 measures the movement between an opening 
price and price thirty minutes later (by which time, following the advent of overnight news, price 
discovery, presumably, is relatively complete). VolofVol targets the association between the 
volatility of the second volatility measure, HiLo, and the VIX, a widely followed index of longer 
period price volatility. Switching gears, Power function describes the relationship between the 
magnitudes of the various daily volatility spikes for the thirty-minute interval, and the amount of 
time that separates spikes of similar magnitude, and the sixth measure VolCap assesses the 
profits that can be realized from a volatility capture trading algorithm if prices mean revert. 
 Among these measures, returns standard deviation is a widely used measure of volatility 
in all areas of finance. However, the first two volatility measures that are based on price range 
(HiLo and Path) are proposed by Alizadeh, Brandt, and Diebold (2002) as not only highly 
efficient, but also robust to microstructure noise. Therefore, for the intraday analysis carried out 
in this research, these two measures are expected to better capture the accentuation of intraday 
volatility. 
 In addition, Alan and Schwartz (2013) examine the complexity of the price discovery 
process during the opening half-hour of trading (using the measure of HiLo) and show that Dow 
stocks that represent the largest firms in the economy are also subject to opening volatility, with 
half of them having higher volatility than the median level across all U.S. stocks in 2011. 
2.4 Empirical Findings 
 In this section, time-series evolutions of the intraday volatility measures are presented. In 
Figure 2.1, the evolution of HiLo and HiloRatio are presented in Panels A and B, respectively. 
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The chart for HiLo in Panel A shows that NASDAQ stocks, on average, experience higher 
opening half-hour volatility during 1990s. Over the years, the opening volatility for the NYSE 
stocks increased, while that of NASDAQ stocks’ fluctuated widely but did not exhibit an upward 
or a downward trend. And since around 2007, the volatility patterns for the stocks listed at these 
two exchanges have been virtually the same. Looking at the chart plotted in Panel B of Figure 
2.1, the difference is more striking. When the opening half-hour HiLo is scaled by the full 
trading day’s HiLo in order to obtain the HiLoRatio, there is an upward trend for both 
exchanges’ stocks over the sample period. More importantly, the NYSE stocks have a lower 
HiLoRatio at the beginning of the sample period (27% for NYSE vs. 30% for NASDAQ), but 
they experience a more pronounced upward trend over the years, and result in an average ratio 
that is higher than that of NASDAQ stocks (56% for NYSE vs. 46% for NASDAQ). 
 The time-series plot for the Path measure is presented in Figure 2.2. According to the 
Path per Trade plot in Panel A of Figure 2.2, this volatility measure has decreased for both 
exchanges. While the average Path for NYSE stocks decreased from about 0.1% to 0.8%, the 
average NASDAQ stock experienced a decrease from about 0.5% to 1.2%. However, the per 
trade measure is affected from the change in the number of trades. Over the sample period, 
technological developments along with regulatory changes have led to a significant increase in 
number of trades in the stock markets (along with a decrease in the size of trades). Therefore, the 
Path per Share measure plotted in Panel B of Figure 2.2 is a better way to examine the path 
volatility. As seen from the plot, the per share path volatility has exhibited a similar pattern as 
the HiLo measure. It has increased for the NYSE stocks after 2007, but has not exhibited a 
trending pattern for the NASDAQ stocks. 
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 Figure 2.3 shows a plot of the first half-hour returns standard deviation, Std1HH, in Panel 
A, and in Panel B, the ratio of the first half-hour returns standard deviation to the standard 
deviation of 30-minute returns calculated from all 30-minute intervals in a trading day over a 
month (Std1HH/Std30m). Both charts exhibit similar patterns to those observed for HiLo and 
Path measures. The accentuation of the first half-hour returns standard deviation is higher for the 
NYSE listed stocks in the beginning of the sample period, however, it rises over the years, and 
matches up closely with the volatility of the NASDAQ stocks in recent years. Looking at the plot 
of the standard deviations ratio in Panel B, it can be noted that NASDAQ stocks experienced 
much higher volatility accentuations in 1990s (about four times the NYSE stocks), which lasted 
until around 1998, the time of the Reg ATS. 
 In Figure 2.4, the relation between the volatility of volatility (standard deviation of daily 
HiLo values computed over a month) and the monthly closing value of the VIX index is 
presented; in Panel A for NYSE stocks, and in Panel B for NASDAQ stocks. According to the 
plots, NYSE stocks VolOfVol more closely track the VIX index, with a correlation of 0.76, while 
NASDAQ stocks’ VolOfVol is not very correlated with VIX. For NYSE stocks, the correlation 
between the HiLo measure itself and the VIX is also high, but not as much (0.68), whereas for 
NASDAQ stocks, the correlation between the HiLo and VIX is 0.75. 
 For NYSE, the higher correlation between VolOfVol and VIX can be explained as 
follows: A high VolOfVol means that the underlying volatility statistic is quite low at certain 
times while high at other times, and this VolOfVol is higher when the VIX is higher. VIX would 
be expected to be relatively high at times of economic uncertainty and lead to more divergent 
expectations among market participants. At such times, price discovery is expected to be more 
challenged since finding the equilibrium value is harder when opinions diverge. However, even 
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in periods of greater uncertainty, some days are relatively free of new information, price 
discovery is more straightforward, and the volatility accentuation at the open is low. But on other 
days during a period of greater uncertainty and divergence of expectations, new information, 
even if relatively minor, may seriously challenge price discovery, and consequently elevate 
opening volatility more sharply. Thus, at times when the VIX is relatively high, opening 
volatility bounces between relatively low and relatively high values and hence the VolOfVol, 
rather than HiLo itself, is more positively correlated with the VIX. 
 Table 2.1 and Figure 2.5 present a comparison of the Power function analysis in two 
subsample periods of six years each: 1993-1998 and 2007-2012. These subsample periods are 
selected to ensure comparison of a period before most major regulatory changes were in effect, 
and technological pace of the markets was at relatively low levels (1993-1998), to a period after 
most regulations took effect and technological developments picked up pace (2007-2012). In 
order to implement this analysis, first, daily average of the HiLo measure is calculated for NYSE 
listed and NASDAQ listed stocks separately. Then, these observations for each exchange are 
sorted into ten bins based on their volatility. Next, for each of the subsample periods, sorting 
each volatility bin in ascending order of dates, the number of days between two consecutive 
volatility events of the same magnitude (i.e. same volatility bin) are computed. Averaging these 
number of days for each exchange, period, and bin, the average number of days that separate 
similar volatility events are obtained for the 1993-1998 and 2007-2012 periods separately. 
 In Table 2.1, the average volatility (HiLo) and the corresponding number of days 
separating these volatility events are presented; in Panel A for NYSE stocks and in Panel B for 
NASDAQ stocks. The comparison of the early and the later subsample period for the NYSE 
stocks is striking: While the average volatility of each bin ranged from 0.5% for the lowest 
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volatility bin to 0.95% for highest volatility bin for the first six years of the sample period, the 
range was 1.06% to 3.2% for the last six years. This clearly shows that there was an upward shift 
in the volatility events of all magnitudes for the NYSE stocks in the later period. For NASDAQ 
stocks, on the other hand, the story is a little different: In the early period, the average volatility 
ranged from 1.4% for the lowest volatility bin to 2.13% for the highest volatility bin, whereas 
these values became wider in the later period ranging from 1.28% to 3.42%. These results 
indicate a shift in the opening volatility distribution for both exchanges but in a different way: 
For NYSE stocks, the distribution shifted higher in the sense that even the days with the lowest 
volatility experience a higher magnitude volatility than the highest volatility days in the earlier 
period. For NASDAQ stocks, the distribution became wider in both tails that the lowest volatility 
days are now experiencing lower magnitude of volatility and the highest volatility days are now 
experiencing higher magnitude of volatility than the earlier period. These differences are clearly 
visible from Figure 2.5 where average volatility for NYSE stocks is presented in Panel A, and for 
NASDAQ stocks in Panel B. 
 As part of the Power function analysis, the average number of days separating the 
volatility events is plotted in Figure 2.6 (Panel A for NYSE stocks, and Panel B for NASDAQ 
stocks). In terms of the number of days separating the volatility events, both exchanges tell a 
similar story: In the earlier subsample period of 1993-1997, volatility events of lower magnitude 
happened more frequently than volatility events of higher magnitude (11.87 days vs. 14.28 days 
for NYSE stocks and 12.71 days vs. 14.29 days for NASDAQ stocks). However, in the later 
subsample period of 2007-2012, volatility events with greater magnitude occur more frequently 
than lower magnitude volatility events (14.53 days for low volatility days vs. 9.81 days for high 
volatility days at NYSE, and 14.55 days for low volatility days vs. 9.97 days for high volatility 
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days at NASDAQ). Thus, both NYSE and NASDAQ listed stocks seem to be more prone to 
volatility events of larger magnitude in the recent subsample period of 2007-2012 compared to 
the early subsample period of 1993-1998. 
 The results for VolCap analysis, the sixth volatility measure employed in this chapter are 
presented in Table 2.2. VolCap analysis is essentially a trading strategy implemented to test the 
mean reversion in the stock prices. Due to large data handling requirements of running the 
VolCap simulation, two sample stocks are selected for this analysis: International Business 
Machines (IBM) from among NYSE listed stocks, and Microsoft (MSFT) from among 
NASDAQ listed stocks. To compare the change over time, three separate one-year periods are 
selected from the earlier, mid, and later years of the sample period. These years are 1995, 2004, 
and 2012.11 
 The results for IBM are presented in Panel A of Table 2.2, and the results for MSFT are 
presented in Panel B of Table 2.2. According to these results, the VolCap strategy has been 
profitable for both stocks in all three years. The positive P&L (profit & loss) is expected due to 
the mean reversion of prices that is dominantly observed in intraday stock price patterns. The 
marked-to-market (M-t-M) P&L for IBM is $31 in 1995 vs. $42.37 in 2012. For MSFT, this 
value is $22.94 for 1995 vs. $12.40 in 2012. These values point to the conclusion that for IBM 
shares, the representative NYSE stock, mean reversion has become more prevalent in intraday 
stock prices such that the VolCap value has increased. On the other hand, for MSFT shares, the 
representative NASDAQ stock, there is a decrease by 2012 (though, the 2004 value is higher 
                                                 
11 In selecting these sample years, first, the years in which either of these stocks had a stock price adjustment due to 
splits, etc. were excluded, then three sample years were selected to make comparisons in the earlier (before most 




than the 1995 P&L), which leads to the inference that mean reversion has declined in intraday 
stock prices, and this can be interpreted as an improvement of the market quality. However, 
another important P&L measure to take into account is the per trade P&L. Calculated by 
dividing the M-t-M P&L to the total number of trades (sum of buy and sell trades), this metric 
captures the profitability on a per trade basis (also per share in this case, since the order size is 
one share). According to the results, the per trade P&L has increased over the three sample years 
for both stocks (the comparison is also shown on a plot in Figure 2.7). On a dollar base, the 
values are more pronounced for IBM which increased from $1.19 in 1995 to $4.71 in 2012. For 
MSFT, the P&L per trade is $0.43 in 1995 vs. $1.77 in 2012. The percentage increase, though, 
has been similar for both stocks since they both increased to four times their 1995 profits. On the 
other hand, the increase from 2004 to 2012 is more pronounced for IBM. While the per trade 
P&L in 2012 increased to about three times its 2004 level for IBM, it only increased by about 
67% for MSFT. As it is noted in Chapter 1 and explained in more detail in Chapter 4, the sample 
period after 2004 is most striking in terms the differences in the levels of fragmentation for 
NYSE vs. NASDAQ stock markets. In that respect, the results of the VolCap analysis presented 
in this section add to the results on the effects of fragmentation presented in Chapter 4. Market 
quality of IBM (the NYSE listed stock) seems to have deteriorated more than MSFT (the 
NASDAQ listed stock) from 2004 to 2012.12 
2.5 Conclusion 
 In this chapter, the time-series evolution of intraday stock price volatility is assessed 
using six different measures of volatility for NYSE and NASDAQ listed stocks over the twenty 
                                                 
12 The VolCap analysis is also ran backwards using the one-year of intraday price series from last to first. The results 
are very similar to the ones presented above. 
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year period of 1993-2012. The analysis predominantly focuses on the opening thirty minutes of 
trading since this is the time of the trading day when, on a daily basis, price discovery is most 
challenged. Comprehensively, the six volatility measures employed in this research reflects the 
collective impact of microstructure factors that include the bid-ask spread, market impact costs, 
and the efficiency of price discovery. 
 All six volatility measures consistently point to similar conclusions. Opening period 
volatility is accentuated compared to the rest of the day, and for NYSE listed stocks in particular, 
the level of the opening volatility has risen to a level in 2012 which is substantially higher than it 
had been in 1993. For NASDAQ listed stocks, the opening volatility at the beginning of the 
sample period was significantly higher than that of NYSE listed stocks. Over the years that 
followed, the opening volatility for NASDAQ listed stocks has fluctuated widely, but has not 
exhibited an overall upward or downward trend. And in recent years, the opening volatility 
patterns for the stocks listed at these two exchanges have been very similar.  
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Table 2.1: Power Function 
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Panel B: Power for NASDAQ 
NASDAQ   Avg HiLo 
 


























































Table 2.2: Volatility Capture 
 
Panel A: VolCap for IBM 
IBM 1995 2004 2012 
P & L 
Realized $393.00 $112.24 $234.58 
Marked-to-Market $31.00 $13.66 $42.37 
Per Trade (M-t-M) $1.19 $1.52 $4.71 
No of Shares 
Bought 11 4 4 
Sold 15  5  5  
Inventory 
Max Long 0  2  1  
Max Short (9) (1) (2) 
Ending (4) (1) (1) 
 
 
Panel B: VolCap for MSFT 
MSFT 1995 2004 2012 
P & L 
Realized $808.19 $121.51 $39.17 
Marked-to-Market $22.94 $41.47 $12.40 
Per Trade (M-t-M) $0.43 $1.06 $1.77 
No of Shares 
Bought 22 19 7 
Sold 31  20  8  
Inventory 
Max Long 0  1  0  
Max Short (12) (4) (4) 






Figure 2.1: High-Low Price Range  
 
Panel A: HiLo for 9:30AM-10AM 
 
 


























Figure 2.2: Price Path 
 
Panel A: Path per Trade 
 
 























Figure 2.3: Standard Deviation of Intraday Returns 
 
Panel A: Standard Deviation of 1st Half-Hour Returns 
 
 


























Figure 2.4: Volatility of Volatility using HiLo 
 
Panel A: VolOfVol for NYSE vs VIX: Correlation= 0.76 
 





































Figure 2.5: Power Function: Avg Volatility 
 
Panel A: NYSE listed stocks 
 











































Figure 2.6: Power Function: Avg Number of Days between Vol Events 
 
Panel A: NYSE listed stocks 
 




















































Chapter 3 : 
 
Assessment of Market Quality for the 
Istanbul Stock Exchange 
3.1 Introduction 
 This chapter presents a volatility analysis of the Istanbul Stock Exchange which is one of 
emerging stock markets that has attracted global investors’ attention in recent years. The ISE 
provides an apt contrast to the two U.S. stock exchanges analyzed in Chapter 2 from a 
fragmentation/consolidation perspective. While NASDAQ has historically been a fragmented 
market with intense competition among its dealers, NYSE has historically been highly 
consolidated and recently become more fragmented as a result of Reg NMS and technological 
developments. On the other hand, the ISE market has always been and has remained a virtually 
100% consolidated market, accounting for all equity trading in the Turkish stock market. Even 
though these three exchanges have otherwise fairly differentiated market structures, this 
fragmentation/consolidation aspect of their respective evolutions makes them good candidates to 
compare the effects of fragmentation on market quality. In this chapter, first, a brief history of 
the ISE is presented and its market structure is described in Section 3.2.1. Next, the overall 
market statistics are presented in Section 3.2.2 in order to provide a picture of the comparison 
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between the Turkish and the U.S. stock markets. Section 3.3 describes the ISE data, sample and 
the methodology, Section 3.4 presents the empirical findings, and Section 3.5 concludes the 
chapter. 
3.2 The Istanbul Stock Exchange 
3.2.1 History and Market Structure 
 Istanbul Stock Exchange held its first trading session on January 3, 1986, with 41 stocks 
and 36 member firms. Electronic trading was initiated in late 1993 with 50 stocks. Within a year, 
by the end of 1994, trading at the ISE was fully automated. However, it was not until July 31, 
2000, that member firms were able to access the ISE remotely through terminals placed at their 
own offices. By 2002, ISE integrated the next phase of its remote access project, the Ex-API 
software, in which members can submit orders directly to the ISE system from their own 
computers. Having achieved a high growth rate, as of January 2013, total market capitalization 
of the ISE equity market exceeded USD300 billion with a daily average volume of 1 billion 
shares (USD2.1 billion). 
 The ISE is organized in five main markets: Equity Market, Emerging Companies Market, 
Debt Securities Market, Foreign Securities Market, and Futures and Options Market. The Equity 
Market of the ISE is further organized into the following eight submarkets: 
 National Market is the main ISE stock market where companies that satisfy the exchange 
listing requirements are traded. 
 Second National Market is where small and medium sized enterprises, along with 
companies which are temporarily or permanently delisted from the National Market, and 
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companies that fail to satisfy the listing and trading requirements for National Market are 
traded. 
 Watchlist Companies Market is where companies subject to monitoring and examination 
as a result of certain conditions are traded under continuous surveillance, supervision and 
monitoring, taking measures to inform investors in a continuously and timely manner. 
 Collective Products Market is where equities of investment trusts, real estate investment 
trusts, venture capital investment trusts, exchange traded funds participation certificates and 
intermediary institution warrants are traded. 
 Fund Market is where ETFs and type A mutual fund participation certificates that are 
found eligible by the Executive Council of the Exchange are traded. 
 Primary Market is the initial public offering market where issuers and investors meet 
directly. 
 Wholesale Market provides an organized, reliable and transparent environment for equity 
trades above a certain size which may or may not have pre-determined buyers. 
 Free Trade Platform has been established recently for trading of certain equities which 
are to be determined by the Capital Markets Board. 
 Since 1994, the ISE has held two stock trading sessions per day, and the trading hours of 
each session have been extended several times since.13 A summary of these changes for my 
sample period of 2000-2011 are presented in Table 3.1, where the hours of the equity market is 
shown alongside a breakdown of the opening session and the continuous market hours 
separately. As shown in this table, the duration of the trading sessions varied from a minimum of 
                                                 
13 Before 1994, there was one trading session per day, from 10AM to 12PM. In 1994, the second session was 
introduced (2PM to 4PM). 
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2 hours in each of the two sessions, to a maximum of 3 hours in the morning session and 3.5 
hours in the afternoon session. As of the end of my sample period (December 2011), trading 
hours are from 9:30AM to 12:30PM for the first session, and from 2PM to 5:30PM for the 
second session. Trades in the ISE equity market are executed on a price-time priority basis, 
operating as a “continuous auction” market. On February 2, 2007, an opening session was 
introduced to start the first trading session of the day, with a “single price auction” (comparable 
to the mechanisms labeled call auction by other exchanges around the world). A similar opening 
session for the start of the second trading session was introduced on November 13, 2009. On 
March 2, 2012, a closing session was introduced to end the second session of the day, again with 
a “single price auction.” 
 Unlike the U.S. and the European stock markets, there are no other stock exchanges or 
alternative trading venues in Turkey; therefore, all trading for stocks listed at the ISE occurs on 
the ISE market.14 For the most part, there are no formally assigned market makers with 
affirmative obligations in the ISE’s equity market. Only some of the funds traded in the funds 
and collective products market have assigned market makers. 
 Price increments (ticks that indicate the minimum allowed stock price change from trade-
to-trade) are not uniform at the ISE; they depend on the stock price level.15 The TL tick size 
increases as the stock price increases (across price brackets). On April 13, 2003, price ticks were 
                                                 
14 Though, there is an exception to this for stocks that are traded abroad. For example, as of the end of 2013, there is 
one Turkish stock that is cross-listed at the NYSE (Ticker: TKC); 31 stocks trading as American Depository 
Receipts on U.S. OTC markets; and 7 stocks trading as Depository Receipts on the London Stock Exchange. 
15 Currently, for example, tick size for a stock, priced between 5 and 10TL is 0.02TL (2 kurush, approximately 1 
cent), while for a stock, priced between 25 and 50TL, the tick size is 0.10TL (10 kurush, approximately 5 cents). 
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reduced from about 1.5% of the stock price to about 0.8%; they were further halved to about 
0.4% on November 1, 2010. 
 On October 8, 2010, two major market structure changes went into effect at the ISE: the 
introduction of unconditional order cancellation, and anonymous trading. Previously, 
cancellation of an order was allowed only if it was the very last order of the same type (buy or 
sell) sent to the system for a particular stock, regardless of the price of the order. And there was a 
high level of post-trade transparency where, following order executions, the displayed trade data 
included counter-party details. With the implementation of the new trading software on October 
8, counter-parties are now reported as an anonymous trading facility. 
 Major structural and regulatory changes, along with the ones mentioned thus far, are 
listed in Table 3.2. Other market details that are relevant for the analysis in this chapter include 
the following: 
 Only limit orders can be submitted to the ISE system. Technically, there are no market 
orders; however, a trader can enter a buy (sell) order with a limit price that is at or above 
(below) the current best ask (bid), which in fairly normal conditions, effectively makes it a 
market order. 
 Intraday price fluctuations are restricted by price limits of 10% within each trading 
session. To set the limits, a base price is first calculated at the beginning of each session as 
the volume-weighted average price of the previous session (rounded to the nearest tick). The 
price limits are then set 10% above and below the base price. 
 The price limits are set and controlled automatically by the trading system. Orders that 
are outside the permitted price range are not accepted by the system, and therefore cannot be 
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submitted. If a stock price reaches its limits, trading is not halted, but continues until the end 
of the session within the price limits (limits are not recomputed). 
 The ISE Stock Market is monitored on a real-time basis, and in the event of an abnormal 
price or quantity move on a certain stock, trading for that stock is automatically suspended 
for a predefined period of time. 
 A commission of 0.001% (0.1 basis points) is charged to the member firms by the ISE; 
there are no limits on the commissions the brokerage firms can charge their own customers. 
 The ISE operates on a T+2 clearance and settlement cycle. 
 Short selling on the ISE is permitted subject to an up-tick rule.16 
 Securities lending is permitted under certain rules and regulations. 
3.2.2 ISE Market by Numbers 
 The ISE market has experienced steady growth since early 2000s. In this section, an 
overview of the ISE stock market statistics is presented with emphasis on the stocks listed on the 
National Market and brief highlights on the remaining three equity submarkets. As shown in 
Table 3.3, the total number of firms listed at the ISE has increased from 314 at the end of 2000, 
to 360 by the end of 2011.17 The total market capitalization of these firms has exceeded USD190 
billion, growing to more than three times its value of USD60 billion at the end of 2000 (see 
Table 3.4). 
 Figure 3.1 presents the market capitalization of the average firm listed in the National 
                                                 
16 Short selling has been allowed for the largest 100 ISE stocks starting from 1995, and it was extended to include all 
stocks in 1999. 
17 The significant decrease in the number of firms in the National Market at the end of 2009 is due to the migrating 
of several firms to the newly opened Collective Products Market that year. 
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Market. Across the years, the trend observed from the plot is predominantly positive. The main 
appreciable decrease in the average market capitalization occurs in 2008 which corresponds to 
the global financial crisis that was prevalent at the time. By 2009, the market appears to have 
caught up with its pre-crisis growth momentum. Especially in 2010, the average market 
capitalization has increased significantly from its value that is a little over USD900 million to 
about USD1.16 billion. 
 Daily trading volume at the ISE has also grown tremendously over the last decade. As 
shown in Figure 3.2, less than 150 thousand trades were executed on an average day in 2000; by 
2011, the number has reached 300 thousand. Also shown in the same figure is the daily average 
USD volume at the ISE. Excluding the crisis years of 2001, 2002 (the Turkish financial crisis) 
and 2008 (the global financial crisis), the daily average USD volume has increased 
monotonically. The number has grown to about five times its 2002 value, from USD250 million 
to USD1.25 billion. 
 These numbers demonstrate that the ISE market has grown over the past decade. Being 
one of the emerging stock markets of the world, the ISE market is quite different from the NYSE 
and NASDAQ stock markets. However, as discussed previously in the chapter, it provides a 
valuable comparison to the U.S. markets from a fragmentation perspective. 
3.3 Data and Methodology 
3.3.1 Sample 
 The ISE dataset, obtained from the exchange, is comprised of all intraday orders and 
transactions records, time-stamped to the second, for all securities that traded on any of the ISE 
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Equity Market subgroups. The sample period spans 12 years from January 2000 to December 
2011 which corresponds to 3,003 trading days. The analysis focused on the market where the 
major equity trading occurs, the National Market. Further details on the description of the data 
and the variables included in the data are provided in Appendix B. 
 The sample is restricted to include only the standard shares with specialty code “E” 
(referred to as the “old” shares in ISE terminology), and board orders and trades (type “B”) 
because these filters ensure that only the regular, standard trades and orders are included in the 
analysis.18 
3.3.2 Intraday Volatility Measures 
 To make consistent comparisons between the analyses of the U.S. markets and the 
Turkish market, similar intraday volatility measures are constructed for the ISE stocks, with 
slight differentiations in the methodology due to the differences in market structure. The 
measures are presented briefly in this section to mention these differences.19 
 HiLo: The high-low price range for the ISE stocks is calculated using the same method 
as the U.S. stocks (see Equation 2.7). The main difference is the interval over which the 
minimum and the maximum prices are determined. Due to the changes in the trading hours of the 
ISE over my sample period, the HiLo is calculated for each of the trading sessions of the day, 
separately, rather than focusing on the first half-hour of trades as in the U.S. study. Even when I 
account for the changes in the trading hours based on the dates in Table 3.1 in order to calculate 
                                                 
18 These restrictions lead to a slight difference in the total daily volumes calculated in this research and the ones 
published on the ISE website (less than 0.1%). 




an opening volatility, the market does not seem to have adjusted to the new hours immediately, 
since very few number of trades are observed for a period of time after the new hours go into 
effect.20 
 Path: The distance traveled by the stock price within an interval is also calculated over 
the two trading sessions of the ISE market, since Path also faces the same handicap regarding the 
changes in trading hours, as the HiLo measure above (see Equations 2.9 and 2.10). 
 Std10: In calculating the returns standard deviation, 10-minute intervals are used for the 
ISE stocks rather than the 30-minute intervals used for the U.S. stocks. The reason behind this is 
simple: Over most of the sample period, the total trading time of the continuous market at the 
ISE is not a multiple of 30-minutes. For example, after the first opening session is instituted in 
2007, the continuous market starts at 9:50AM and ends at 12:00PM. Therefore, in order to 
ensure even return intervals across the trading day over the full sample period, I use 10-minute 
intervals to calculate the standard deviation of return over a month for the ISE stocks. 
 VolOfVol: This volatility measure is calculated in the same manner as in Chapter 2, as 
the standard deviation of the daily HiLo observations computed over a month. The differentiation 
comes in its comparison to the underlying market volatility. Since there is no index in the 
Turkish market similar to VIX, I compute the market volatility as the monthly standard deviation 
of daily returns on the ISE30 index. Therefore, the VolOfVol metric for the ISE stocks is 
contrasted with the realized market volatility rather than the implied volatility measured by the 
VIX. 
                                                 
20 For example, after the market started opening at 9:30AM instead of 10AM in 2001, trading in this first half-hour 
increased gradually over the next six months. 
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 Power: The power function is employed for the ISE stocks in the same manner as it is 
applied to the analysis of the U.S. markets. Using the HiLo measure computed as the first 
volatility metric above, the number of days separating the volatility events of similar magnitudes 
is analyzed in two subsample periods. By doing so, the frequency with which a stock experiences 
days with high opening volatility is investigated. 
 VolCap: VolCap trading strategy is also applied to the ISE market in the same way as it 
employed for the U.S. stock markets. This measure is based on the pricing dynamics of an order 
driven market in that in a market with mean-reverting prices, this strategy is expected to generate 
positive profits. For the ISE market, the VolCap strategy is applied to two representative ISE 
stocks, Is Bank (ISCTR) and Turkcell (TCELLL). 
3.3.3 Liquidity Measures 
 Liquidity is a major reflection of market quality for a stock market, and sufficient 
liquidity is vital for avoiding market failure. Providing a vibrant secondary market for stocks 
listed on an exchange not only benefits investors who would appreciate being able to trade at 
reasonable prices and at reasonable speeds; it also attracts more companies to list their stock on 
that market. The primary and secondary markets complement and drive each other to provide 
investors with reliable liquidity, which in turn increases investors’ confidence in the stock 
market.  
 In this section of the dissertation, utilizing the comprehensiveness of the ISE dataset, 
several liquidity measures are computed and the evolution of liquidity is presented for the ISE 
stocks. These measures are calculated for each stock and each day in the sample period; then 
annual average values for each stock are obtained, which are further averaged across groups of 
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stocks for reporting purposes. The liquidity variables are; Volume, Turnover, Execution Rates, 
Execution Speeds, Amihud Illiquidity, Spreads, Depth, and Market Impact. Among these 
variables, in order to compute the last three groups (spreads, depth, and market impact), the first 
step is to obtain the limit order book (LOB) by matching the trades and the orders datasets. In 
order to achieve this, I developed a rigorous algorithm following a similar methodology to that 
described by Kavajecz (1999). Details of this LOB construction methodology is provided in 
Appendix C. With this algorithm, spreads, depth, and market impact can be calculated as of any 
second of the trading day. However, due to the size of the dataset, it takes a long time to 
construct the LOB for each time point (there are more than twenty thousand seconds per trading 
day). Consequently, LOB is constructed at two time points per day: 11AM (middle of the first 
session) and 3PM (middle of the second session). The reason behind these choices is threefold: 
(i) they are both far enough from the opening and closing of their respective trading sessions, (ii) 
they are not affected by the changes in the trading hours that were implemented at the ISE over 
the last decade, and (iii) by these time points, the order book for each session is more likely to be 
populated in a reasonably representative way. 
 Volume (Vol): Average volume for the ISE stocks is measured in a number of different 
ways by using trades and orders separately. Using the trades data; number of trades, number of 
shares traded, TL volume of shares traded, average trade size in shares and in TL are calculated. 
Using the order level data; number of orders, quoted share volume, quoted TL volume, average 
order size in shares and in TL are calculated. Calculations for the trade-based variables are 
straightforward because each trade is distinct and is assigned a unique trade number. However, 
the same order (identified by its unique order number) may appear more than once in the dataset, 
because submitted orders can be modified, split, or cancelled within the same day. To avoid 
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multiple-counting, for the order-based volume calculations, only the original orders submitted to 
the system are included in the volume measure calculations. 
 Share Turnover (Turn): Value of shares traded in a day divided by the value of 





    (3.1) 
where Price is the daily closing price of a stock. A stock with a high share turnover, all else 
equal, can be interpreted as a more liquid stock. 
 Execution Rate (ExecR): The percentage of orders that executed, based on all orders 
submitted to the system on a given day (i.e. all order types such as market, limit, and fill or kill 
orders are included in the computation). Execution rates are computed for all orders, as well as 
for buy and sell orders separately, and reported both on a per order and a per share basis. 
 Execution Speed (ExecS): The average number of seconds it takes for a limit order to 
execute. In these calculations, only limit orders are considered since marketable limit orders 
execute instantaneously at the ISE. Similar to the execution rates, execution speeds are also 
calculated for all executed limit orders, as well as for buy and sell orders separately. They are 
reported on a per order, per share, and per TL basis. Since orders can be modified, or split, 
execution speeds are measured from the last time an order is submitted, until the time it executes. 
The logic is that, for execution speed variables, what matters most is the time an order spends in 
the book after its last modification, for that is the time the order was effectively finalized. 
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     (3.2) 
where 
t
diAsk ,  is the best ask price for stock i on day d at time t and 
t
diBid ,  is the best bid price 
for stock i on day d at time t, with t equal to 11AM for QSpr11AM and 3PM for QSpr3PM. 
 Market Depth (Depth): Utilizing the LOBs, market depth is measured in two primary 
ways: The first depth measure is the total number of shares offered at the best bid and the best 
ask prices of the book: ShareDepth11AM, TLDepth11AM and ShareDepth3PM, TLDepth3PM. 
The second depth measure is the total cumulative number of shares offered for sale and sought 
for purchase at the best five prices (highest five bid prices and lowest five ask prices) of the 
book: CumShareDepth11AM, CumTLDepth11AM and CumShareDepth3PM, CumTLDepth3PM. 
 Amihud Market Impact (Amihud): Follow the methodology described by Amihud 
(2002), Amihud illiquidity is computed as the ratio of absolute daily stock return to the stock’s 
daily TL volume. As Amihud states, this measure “…can be interpreted as the daily price 
response associated with one dollar (1 TL for Turkish data) of trading volume, thus serving as a 









,      (3.3) 
where Ri,t is the daily log return of stock i, from the t-1 closing price to time t closing price. TL 
Volumei,t is the total TL value of shares that traded in stock i on day t. 
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 Market Impact (MktImp): The TL change in the best offer price if a market buy order of 
100,000TL were to execute, and the corresponding change in the best bid price if a market sell 
order of 100,000TL were to execute. For this measure, using the price, size, and TL value of the 
top five bid and ask values, I compute how much an order of 100,000TL would walk the book. 
Similar to spreads and depth, this measure is reported at two time points of the trading day: 
MktImp11AM and MktImp3PM. 
3.4 Empirical Findings 
3.4.1 Volatility Results 
 The results of the volatility analysis are presented in this section. All intraday volatility 
values decreased during the initial years of the sample period, then leveled off by around 2003, 
next increased briefly during the 2008 global financial crisis, after which they resumed a 
downward trend. Some of the volatility measures reached levels that were lower than their pre-
crisis values. The first four volatility metrics, HiLo, Path, Std10, and VolOfVol, are measured for 
each of the trading sessions of the trading day separately. The comparison of the two sessions’ 
volatility metrics leads to two interesting observations: First, the volatility for the first session of 
trading is mostly greater than the volatility of the second session. This observation would be 
expected from a price discovery perspective in the sense that the first trading session of the day 
is the one that incorporates the overnight news into stock prices, whereas for the afternoon 
session, the possibility of new information release is much less. Therefore, the greater difficulty 
in discovering the prices in the morning session reflects itself to higher volatility in that session. 
The second interesting observation is the change over time in the comparison of the two 
sessions’ volatilities. For all four measures, the volatility of the two sessions converge after 
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2007-2008 period. Since the volatility of the afternoon session did not increase, this observation 
can be interpreted as an improvement in price discovery efficiency of the morning session at the 
ISE market. 
 The high-low price range, plotted in Figure 3.3, has decreased from about 7% for an 
average trading day in 2000 to 3% by 2003. Even though it fluctuated widely, especially during 
the financial crisis of 2008, the HiLo volatility stayed at about 3% for the remainder of the 
sample period until 2011. 
 The price path per trade, plotted in Figure 3.4, exhibits a similar pattern: it decreased 
during the initial sample years, rose briefly during the crisis, and followed a downward trend 
afterwards, which brought it down to values lower than the pre-crisis levels. So, while an average 
trade in 2000 would move a stock price by about 30 basis points, this impact fell to 10 basis 
points by 2011. 
 Figure 3.5 presents the intraday returns volatility for all National Market stocks at the ISE 
using 10-minute returns in a month (excluding the overnight period), and open-to-close returns 
for each session (excluding the noon break). 10-minute returns had a daily standard deviation 
close to 2% in 2000, fell below 1% by the end of 2004, stayed at that level until 2008, but 
continued its downward trend after the crisis period, falling to almost 0.5% by 2011. Open-to-
Close returns, representing the longest intra-day interval, naturally has a higher standard 
deviation; its value decreased from about 4% in 2000 to around 2% by 2004, and then did not 
change much further during the rest of the sample period. 
 The VolOfVol measure, presented in Figure 3.6, also tells a similar story with a general 
downward trend over the sample period. What is also noticeable is the difference between the 
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two trading sessions. When it comes to VolOfVol, it is even clearer that the Session 1 of trading 
is more volatile than Session 2. 
 Table 3.5 and Figure 3.7 present the results of the Power function analysis in two 
subsample periods of six years each: 2000-2005 and 2006-2011. Similar to the analysis for the 
U.S. markets, first, daily average of the HiLo measure is calculated across all ISE stocks. Then, 
these observations are sorted into ten bins based on their volatility. Next, for each of the 
subsample periods, sorting each volatility bin in ascending order of dates, the number of days 
between two consecutive volatility events of the same magnitude (i.e. same volatility bin) is 
computed. Averaging the number of days for each period and bin, the average number of days 
that separate similar volatility events are obtained for the 2000-2005 and 2006-2011 periods 
separately. In Table 3.5, the average volatility (HiLo) and the corresponding number of days 
separating these volatility events are presented. The comparison of the early and the later 
subsample periods indicates that the magnitude of each volatility bin has slightly decreased but 
remained very similar to each other as seen in the plot of the average volatility for the two 
subsample periods is also provided in Panel A of Figure 3.7. Accordingly, the volatility (HiLo) 
of the ISE stocks range from about 2% for lowest bin to about 6% for the largest volatility bin. 
 As part of the Power function analysis, the average number of days separating the 
volatility events is plotted in Panel B of Figure 3.7. In terms of the number of days separating the 
volatility events, the results seem to be exact opposite of the results for the U.S. exchanges. In 
the earlier subsample period, higher magnitude volatility events occurred more frequently (8.29 
days for lowest volatility events vs. 19.82 days for highest volatility events), whereas in the later 
period, higher volatility events occurred less frequently (32.14 days for lowest volatility events 
vs. 7.58 days for highest volatility events). Thus, for the ISE stocks, the frequency of volatility 
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spikes has decreased in the recent subsample period of 2006-2011 compared to the early 
subsample period of 2000-2005. 
 The results for VolCap analysis, the sixth volatility measure employed in this chapter is 
presented in Table 3.6. VolCap analysis principally tests the profitability of a trading strategy 
implemented to gain from mean reversion in stock prices. Similar to the U.S. analysis, two 
sample stocks listed at the ISE are selected for this analysis: Is Bank (ISCTR) and Turkcell 
(TCELL). To compare the change over time, three separate one-year periods are selected from 
the earlier, mid, and later years of the sample period. These years are 2003, 2007, and 2011.21 
The results for ISCTR are presented in Panel A of Table 3.6, and the results for TCELL are 
presented in Panel B of Table 3.6. According to these results, the VolCap strategy has decreased 
for ISCTR from $0.27 per trade P&L in 2003 to -$0.05 in 2011, and increased for TCELL from -
$0.08 in 2003 to $0.13 in 2011.22 Even though these P&L values do not lead to the same 
conclusion, it is important to note that for ISCTR, the VolCap metric has decreased, indicating a 
decline in mean reversion of prices, and therefore an improvement in price discovery efficiency. 
For TCELL, there is no upward or downward trend, which can only be interpreted as no 
improvement or deterioration of market quality for this stock. 
3.4.2 Liquidity Results 
 This section presents the results of the liquidity analysis for the stocks listed in the ISE 
National Market. The first set of liquidity variables, Volume, is presented in Table 3.7. Panel A 
                                                 
21 In selecting these sample years, first, the years in which either of these stocks had a stock price adjustment due to 
splits, etc. were excluded, then three sample years were selected to make comparisons in the earlier vs. later years of 
the sample period. 
22 The P&L for the VolCap analysis is calculated in Turkish lira, and then converted into USD by using the year-end 
exchange rate obtained from the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey website. 
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reports the trade-based volume values while Panel B reports the order-based measures. As shown 
in Panel A of Table 3.7, for a National Market stock, on an average day in 2011, 2.5 million 
shares exchanged hands in 1,200 trades; this is up from a mere 158 thousand shares and 475 
trades on a day in 2000. The average daily TL volume has increased six fold from 1.6 million TL 
to 9.6 million TL. The number of shares quoted has also increased significantly (seventeen fold) 
from less than 500 thousand shares to 7.9 million shares (see Panel B of Table 3.7). The average 
sizes of both trades and orders have increased eight times. 
 According to the daily average share turnover and execution rate results reported in Table 
3.8, there is a slight increase in turnover of the ISE stocks, while execution rates, for the most 
part, do not trend up or down over the last decade. Share turnover has increased from 1.4% in 
2000, to 2.5% in 2010, but then went down to 1.6% by the end of 2011. Percentage of orders 
executed increased from 63% in 2000 to 66% in 2011, which also marks the highest execution 
rate of the sample period. Percentage of the shares executed increased from 55% to 57% during 
the same period, with slightly higher ratios in the mid-2000s, reaching a maximum of 59% in 
2005. The breakdown between the buy and the sell orders displayed also in Table 3.8 shows that 
the buy orders have consistently averaged higher execution rates than the sell orders. 
 Table 3.9 presents the statistics on the execution speeds at the ISE. The speeds on 
average have remained stable over the sample period. A similar contrast of buy and sell order 
execution speeds, on per order, per share, and per TL bases, are also reported in Table 3.9. 
According to this comparison, sell orders, on a per order basis, have executed faster than buy 
orders. At first look, this may seem inconsistent with the higher buy order execution rates of 
Table 3.8. However, it is essential to note that execution rates are calculated over all orders, 
while execution speeds are calculated for limit orders only. A reconciliation of the execution rate 
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and speed findings can be made as follows: Because limit sell orders execute faster than limit 
buy orders, the limit sell orders that executed must have been placed more aggressively than the 
limit buy orders that executed. In fact, the data shows that, on average, 58% of the market orders 
placed for the National Market stocks are buy orders (the remaining 42% are sell orders).  These 
results suggest that investors prefer to execute immediately when it comes to buying stocks, but 
the impatient investors who are looking to sell fast opt for aggressive limit orders. Therefore, the 
typical investor at the ISE is ready to pay the higher price (offer price) when buying a stock, but 
chooses to put a limit on how much he is willing to accept to sell it back. 
 During most of the sample period, execution speeds per order have, on average, remained 
the same at about 20 minutes.  On the other hand, per share and per TL average time to execution 
for a limit order decreased significantly. In 2000, it took 18 seconds on average for one share to 
execute in the National Market; this dropped to 3 seconds by 2011 (see Table 3.9). 
 Tables 3.10 and 3.11 report the results on spreads & depth, and market impact measures, 
respectively. These measures are computed at two points in time during the trading day: 11AM 
and 3PM. As explained in Section 3.3.3, these times mark approximately the middle of the 
morning and the afternoon trading sessions, at which points the limit order book is expected to 
be populated enough to provide reasonably representative measures of spread, depth, and market 
impact. A quick observation of Tables 3.10 and 3.11 reveals that most liquidity values for 11AM 
and 3PM are quite similar, but that, by 3PM, liquidity is slightly improved. 
 The spread results presented in Table 3.10 show a visible decrease, especially around 
2003 and 2010. These dates, not surprisingly, correspond to the implementation of reduced tick 
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sizes at the ISE. The average spread was 1.8% in 2000, down to 0.7% by 2005, back up to 1% in 
2008 (global financial crisis), and went down to 0.5% by 2011. 
 Market depth, both in terms of the number of shares and the value of shares, also shown 
in Table 3.10, has increased over the last decade. Aside from an overall increasing trend of 
market depth, all markets seem to have experienced a decline in market depth after 2010. A 
likely reason for this was the reduction in tick size, which leads to orders fragmenting spatially 
across several price points. 
 All market impact measures are reported in Table 3.11. The first column presents the 
return based measure (Amihud Market Impact) which, excluding crisis years, has declined 
monotonically for the ISE stocks. For ease of reading, the Amihud measure is reported as the 
absolute daily return per 1,000,000 TL of daily trading volume. A daily volume of this amount in 
an ISE stock would have impacted a stock’s price by about 10% per day in early 2000s; this 
impact has decreased to less than 1% by the end of the decade. 
 The other market impact measures that are based on the LOBs as of 3PM, in general, 
indicate that the impact of a market buy order is higher than the impact of a market sell order. A 
market buy order of 100,000TL is likely to increase the offer price by 0.15TL in 2011 (down 
from 0.74TL in 2000), whereas a market sell order of the same size is likely to decrease the offer 
price by 0.11TL in 2011 (down from 0.6TL in 2000). Looking at the market impact measures 
based on the price tick movements, on average, a 100,000TL market buy order is likely to 
increase the offer by 2 tick size increments, while the same figure for a market sell order is 
slightly less (around 1.8 tick size increments). Similar to spreads, there is significant decrease in 




 The empirical analysis in this chapter has two main facets: an assessment of the volatility 
and the liquidity of the ISE market for the period of 2000-2011. 
 The efficiency of price discovery is assessed with reference to the intraday volatility of 
share prices over the twelve year sample period. Paying particular attention to each session of the 
trading day, separately, six alternative volatility measures for various prescribed periods of time 
are analyzed: a stock’s high-low price range, the path its price has followed (the sum of all 
absolute price changes), its returns variance, the volatility of a stock’s volatility (VolOfVol), 
frequency of volatility spikes, and the profitability of a volatility capture algorithm that gains 
when prices mean revert. Comprehensively viewed, these measures have all improved over the 
sample period which leads to the conclusion that ISE’s market quality has improved in terms of 
the efficiency of price discovery. 
 The liquidity analysis of the ISE market has focused on volume, share turnover, 
execution rates and speeds, spreads, market impact, and depth of book. Comprehensively 
viewed, the empirical findings portray a clear, positive picture of the ISE’s evolution over the 
sample period. Order flow has increased substantially; across the board, spreads and market 
impact have decreased; and limit order books are now deeper. This all adds up to a decrease in 




Table 3.1: Trading Hours of the ISE Equity Market 
This table presents the trading hours of the ISE equity market and the changes instituted over the sample 
period of 2000-2011. Session I and Session II columns show a breakdown for each of the ISE trading 
sessions per day. The columns for Equity Market Hours denote the times the market is open. Call Auction 
columns show times of the call auction (called the opening session). Continuous Market columns indicate 
the times when continuous trading happens at the ISE. 
 
      Equity Market Hours   Call Auction   Continuous Market 
From To 
 
Session I Session II 
 
Session I Session II 
 











































13-Nov-09 31-Dec-11   9:30-12:30 14:00-17:30   9:30-9:45 14:00-14:15   9:50-12:30 14:20-17:30 
 
 
Table 3.2: Structural/Regulatory Changes at the ISE during 2000-2011 Period 
 






Trading hours: 09:30-12:00 and 14:00-16:30 
4-Jan-02 
 
Order Transmission via Ex-API 
14-Apr-03 
 
Reduced Price Ticks 
2-Feb-07 
 
Opening Session for Morning 
7-Sep-07 
 
Session II extended to 17:00 
13-Oct-08 
 
Session I extended to 12:30 
19-Oct-09 
 
Session II extended to 17:30 
13-Nov-09 
 
Opening Session for Afternoon 
8-Oct-10 
 
Unconditional Order Cancellation & Anonymous Trading 

















2000 288 12 14 
 
314 
2001 274 12 13 
 
299 
2002 266 14 14 
 
294 
2003 267 16 8 
 
291 
2004 275 17 5 
 
297 
2005 282 16 6 
 
304 
2006 295 15 8 
 
318 
2007 294 15 12 
 
321 
2008 286 19 13 
 
318 
2009 238 20 12 48 318 
2010 241 32 11 53 337 




Table 3.4: Total Market Capitalization of the ISE Markets 
 








2000 59,752.88 342.43 58.37 
 
60,153.67 
2001 41,793.84 221.41 57.05 
 
42,072.31 
2002 32,141.20 310.54 43.96 
 
32,495.71 
2003 62,512.27 347.64 29.56 
 
62,889.46 
2004 89,180.42 611.41 37.70 
 
89,829.53 
2005 143,254.95 994.05 37.28 
 
144,286.28 
2006 149,575.42 1,133.23 57.33 
 
150,765.98 
2007 269,342.72 1,463.07 153.74 
 
270,959.53 
2008 111,184.51 496.97 73.01 
 
111,754.49 
2009 219,606.56 1,789.05 175.86 2,288.99 223,860.47 
2010 278,303.50 4,125.64 70.83 7,469.88 289,969.85 





Table 3.5: Power Function 
 



















































10   6.22% 5.89%   8.29 32.14 
 
 
Table 3.6: Volatility Capture 
 
Panel A: VolCap for ISCTR 
ISCTR 2003 2007 2011 
P & L 
Realized $56.65 $48.74 -$15.32 
Marked-to-Market $19.83 $10.70 -$1.30 
Per Trade (M-t-M) $0.27 $0.19 -$0.05 
No of Shares 
Bought 42  35  30  
Sold 51  41  22  
Inventory 
Max Long 2  2  9  
Max Short (16) (8) (1) 
Ending (9) (6) 8  
 
 
Panel B: VolCap for TCELL 
TCELL 2003 2007 2011 
P & L 
Realized $94.70 $130.90 -$6.22 
Marked-to-Market -$5.78 -$23.68 $3.19 
Per Trade (M-t-M) -$0.07 -$0.36 $0.10 
No of Shares 
Bought 36  26  21  
Sold 46  40  19  
Inventory 
Max Long 4  1  6  
Max Short (11) (15) 0  





Table 3.7: Daily Average Volume per Stock 
 











Size in TL 
2000 475 158 1.6 178 1,621 
2001 466 364 1.4 312 1,255 
2002 414 493 1.6 470 1,683 
2003 435 875 2.2 717 1,947 
2004 572 988 3.0 851 2,562 
2005 583 1,107 3.8 1,063 3,512 
2006 587 1,188 4.2 1,046 3,973 
2007 603 1,497 5.0 1,205 4,568 
2008 589 1,516 4.3 1,157 2,969 
2009 890 2,756 6.4 1,656 3,460 
2010 1,073 2,994 9.7 1,896 6,313 
2011 1,200 2,472 9.6 1,405 4,647 
 












Avg Order Size in 
TL 
2000 711 484 5.0 383 3,456 
2001 732 1,105 4.1 641 2,527 
2002 701 1,571 5.1 969 3,410 
2003 669 2,539 6.3 1,462 3,909 
2004 850 2,857 8.7 1,721 5,107 
2005 875 3,360 11.1 2,157 6,976 
2006 856 3,491 12.0 2,153 7,965 
2007 884 4,517 14.8 2,512 9,215 
2008 819 4,315 12.1 2,513 6,267 
2009 1,269 8,275 18.2 3,557 7,095 
2010 1,591 9,590 29.3 3,848 12,548 




Table 3.8: Daily Average Share Turnover & Execution Rate 
 

















2000 1.4% 67% 60% 63% 
 
58% 56% 55% 
2001 1.3% 65% 60% 62% 
 
57% 56% 55% 
2002 1.4% 60% 53% 56% 
 
52% 50% 50% 
2003 1.8% 62% 55% 58% 
 
56% 53% 53% 
2004 2.2% 68% 56% 62% 
 
63% 56% 58% 
2005 2.2% 69% 56% 62% 
 
63% 57% 59% 
2006 1.9% 69% 55% 62% 
 
63% 56% 58% 
2007 2.2% 67% 52% 59% 
 
60% 53% 55% 
2008 1.4% 67% 55% 61% 
 
58% 54% 55% 
2009 2.5% 69% 53% 61% 
 
60% 53% 55% 
2010 2.5% 71% 53% 62% 
 
63% 54% 57% 
2011 1.6% 72% 58% 66%   61% 55% 57% 
 
 
Table 3.9: Daily Average Order Execution Speed 
 
  
Execution Speed Per Order 
(in minutes) 
  
Execution Speed Per Share 
(in seconds) 
  























2000 18 14 17 
 
24 20 18 
 
2.1 2.5 1.4 
2001 18 16 17 
 
18 21 14 
 
4.2 6.7 2.7 
2002 23 19 22 
 
24 23 15 
 
5.7 6.5 2.7 
2003 21 17 20 
 
21 21 13 
 
4.7 5.3 2.0 
2004 19 15 18 
 
9 9 7 
 
0.8 0.8 0.6 
2005 19 15 18 
 
5 3 4 
 
0.7 0.5 0.4 
2006 19 15 18 
 
6 5 5 
 
0.9 1.2 0.5 
2007 20 16 19 
 
8 7 5 
 
1.0 1.0 0.5 
2008 22 18 21 
 
11 9 6 
 
4.3 5.5 1.1 
2009 23 20 22 
 
6 4 4 
 
2.7 2.9 0.9 
2010 25 20 24 
 
3 2 2 
 
0.3 0.2 0.2 
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Figure 3.5: Standard Deviation of Intraday Returns 
 
Panel A: Std of 10-minute returns 
 
 















Session 1 Session 2
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Figure 3.7: Power Function 
 
Panel A: Avg Volatility 
 
 
Panel B: Number of Days between Vol Events 
























































Chapter 4 : 
 
Fragmentation’s Impact on Short-Period 
Volatility 
4.1 Introduction 
 Technological and regulatory developments in the financial markets over the last decade 
have been substantial. From the advent of high-frequency trading to the proliferation of trading 
venues, markets have gone through several changes. The current complexity of the markets has 
gone beyond what the ordinary, fundamental investor is equipped to understand and follow, let 
alone trade in. These changes have implications not only for investment purposes, but also for 
regulators, who strive to monitor and ensure an efficient market for investors. 
 This chapter focuses on a major structural change that equity markets have gone through 
in recent years: fragmentation of the NYSE market. With an aim to increase inter-market 
competition, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission proposed the Regulation National 
Market System (Reg NMS) which was fully implemented in 2007. The regulation included 
several rules to promote a national system that would integrate the financial markets. Among 
these rules, Order Protection Rule (Rule 611, also known as the trade-through rule) was the most 
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important in terms of paving the way to new trading venues. This rule imposed a price priority 
rule which requires that orders be routed to the trading venue with the best price. In other words, 
it ensures that an order submitted to the market will be executed at the best price possible.23 As a 
result, it has become easier for smaller trading venues to attract the order flow through offering a 
better price. The increased competition, along with the help of technological innovations, led to 
the proliferation of new trading venues.24 
 Out of the three stock exchanges analyzed in the previous two chapters of this 
dissertation (NYSE, NASDAQ, and ISE), one of them has most been affected by the onset of 
fragmentation (the NYSE). Therefore, this chapter examines the effects of market fragmentation 
on the quality of the NYSE market. 
 Based on the percentage of volume at each trading venue, three measures of 
fragmentation are constructed, each approaches fragmentation from a different angle. The first 
measure, referred to as the fragmentation ratio, computes the percentage of trading that occurs 
away from the venue where trading of that stock is most concentrated (i.e. one minus the 
concentration ratio). The second measure computes a Herfindahl index for each stock as a sum of 
the squared daily market shares of each venue; it then subtracts this measure from one to express 
it as a measure of fragmentation. The third measure is the percentage of trading that occurs at 
off-exchange venues. 
                                                 
23 There are, however, exceptions to Rule 611. For example, it only applies to the top of the book: an incoming order 
must first execute against the best priced limit order across all of the venues. Once this is satisfied, the remaining 
part of the order is no longer constrained. 
24 As of 2013, there are 13 exchanges and over 40 alternative trading venues such as dark pools and electronic 
communication networks in the U.S. 
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 Sorting stocks into decile groups according to their fragmentation measures, I first 
conduct univariate comparisons of market quality for the least fragmented vs. the most 
fragmented stocks, with further breakdowns of small-cap vs. large-cap, and low-volume vs. high-
volume stocks. Also analyzing the effects of fragmentation in a panel regression framework, the 
results indicate that fragmented stocks tend to have lower transaction costs (i.e. spreads and price 
impact), but are also more prone to higher intraday volatility (as measured by intraday 
percentage price range, and the standard deviation of intraday returns). 
4.2 Literature 
 The literature on the effects of fragmentation has mixed results. Mendelson (1987) 
compares consolidated clearing houses to the fragmented ones in a theoretical framework; he 
finds that fragmentation reduces expected trading quantity, increases variance, and reduces the 
expected gains from trade. Supporting this argument, Madhavan (1995) finds that fragmentation 
leads to higher price volatility and violations of price efficiency. Bennett and Wei (2006) 
investigate the effects of switching the listing exchange from NASDAQ to NYSE (from a 
predominantly more fragmented market to a consolidated one) and conclude that the 
consolidation of order flow at the NYSE has positive effects on market quality, especially for 
less liquid securities. O’Hara and Ye (2011) find that their intraday volatility measure is 
positively associated with higher fragmentation, but that their measure of price efficiency, the 
ratio of longer-period (30-minute) volatility to shorter-period (15-minute) volatility is not. 
 Hendershott and Mendelson (2000) in their examination of the relation between dealer 
markets and crossing networks, show that fragmentation can be beneficial to dealers in the form 
of reduced inventory risk. Stoll (2001) argues that the adverse selection effects of fragmentation 
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are overstated, but he also points out that a strict price/time priority (as later imposed by Reg 
NMS as price priority) is not in the best interest of the market participants. O’Hara and Ye 
(2011), recognizing that U.S. markets are now far less consolidated then they were only a few 
years ago, find that transactions costs are lower and execution speeds are faster for more 
fragmented stocks. 
 More recently, Madhavan (2012) analyzes the impact of the Flash Crash of May 6, 2010 
on exchange-traded funds with different prior fragmentation levels. He shows that the Flash 
Crash can be linked directly to current market structure, specifically the pattern of volume and 
quote-based fragmentation. 
4.2 Current Structure of U.S. Equity Markets 
 This section presents a brief overview of the current microstructure of the U.S. equity 
markets from a fragmentation/consolidation perspective. Understanding the current market 
structure is especially important in order to construct meaningful measures of fragmentation and 
test their impact on market quality. 
 Over the course of the sample period from 1993 through 2012, technology has greatly 
increased the speed with which orders are being handled, translated into trades, and trading 
information is reported back to market participants. Computers have largely replaced human 
intermediaries in trading, and as a result, the trading floor of the NYSE and the NASDAQ dealer 
community are now much smaller than they were about a decade ago. 
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 As of the end of 2013, there were 13 exchange platforms in the US.25  In addition, stock 
trading could be done on several off-exchange venues, broadly named Alternative Trading 
Systems (ATS). Among these organizations are both dark pools such as Instinet and Liquidnet 
and lit ECNs (Electronic Communication Networks) such as Credit Suisse Securities Light Pool. 
According to the SEC website, the number of registered ATS was 90 as of March 2013, though 
only about 30-40 of them are active traders. The trades that get executed in these off-exchange 
venues used to be reported as part of NASDAQ trades, however, they are now reported to one of 
the Trade Reporting Facilities (TRFs) that were established in 2006 when NASDAQ officially 
became an exchange. Today, these TRFs are governed by the Financial Industry Regulation 
Authority (FINRA) and each of them is affiliated with an exchange. Even though each exchange 
has setup a TRF with FINRA, the only ones that have been active are the NASDAQ TRF, the 
NYSE TRF, and the National Stock Exchange (NSX) TRF. It is important to note, however, that 
off-exchange venues can choose the TRF to which they report their trades. Therefore, the volume 
at a specific TRF does not reveal information regarding the ATS at which the trade was 
executed. 
4.3 Data and Methodology 
4.3.1 Sample Selection 
 The sample used in this chapter is primarily the same as that used in Chapter 2 of this 
                                                 
25 These 13 exchanges are NYSE, NYSE MKT (previously AMEX), NYSE Arca, NASDAQ OMX, NASDAQ BX 
(previously Boston), NASDAQ PSX (previously Philadelphia), Chicago Stock Exchange, CBOE Stock Exchange 
(CBSX), National Stock Exchange (NSX, bought by CBSX on Dec 30, 2011), BATS, BATS-Y, Direct Edge X, and 
Direct Edge A. Another equity trading platform, the ISE Stock Exchange (International Securities Exchange) started 
its operations as an equity trading venue in 2007, the operating control was given to DirectEdge in August 2008, and 




dissertation: all U.S. common stocks in the TAQ database that have valid price information in 
the CRSP database. The main difference is the sample period. Because fragmentation is a recent 
phenomenon (it started to pick up the pace around 2006), the sample in this section is restricted 
to January 2005 through December 2012. The sample is restricted to U.S. common stocks (CRSP 
shrcd 10 or 11). Stock/month observations with less than $5 and greater than $1,000 monthly 
average price are excluded from the sample. The final sample includes 6,314,085 daily stock 
observations that are comprised 1,933 NYSE listed and 3,714 NASDAQ listed stocks. All 
fragmentation measures described in the next section are calculated at the stock level. These 
daily fragmentation measures are averaged over a month to be used in monthly level analyses.  
 The next section presents the fragmentation measures used in this chapter to analyze the 
effects of fragmentation on market quality. The main focus of the market quality analysis is the 
four intraday volatility variables (HiLo, Path, Std30m, VolOfVol) constructed in Chapter 2 of the 
dissertation (see Section 2.3.2). In addition, four liquidity measures are defined and analyzed to 
demonstrate the effects of fragmentation on bid-ask spreads and market impact costs. These 
variables are defined in the subsequent section. 
4.3.2 Fragmentation Measures 
 Three fragmentation measures are employed, all of which are calculated using the 
percentage of trading volume (% of Volume) at each trading venue. Daily volume is first 
calculated by venue for each stock. Then, percentage volume at each venue is obtained by 
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dividing the venue volumes by the total daily volume for a stock. Using the percentages 
volumes, the fragmentation measures are calculated as follows:26 
 Fragmentation Ratio (FR): This ratio is calculated as one minus the percentage of trade 
volume at the venue where most of the trading occurs for a stock on a day. By constructing this 
measure as one minus a percentage that would be considered concentration ratio, I ensure that it 
is a measure of fragmentation rather than a measure of market concentration. 
 
max,
%1 VolumeofFR ti      (4.1) 
 Herfindahl-Hirschman Fragmentation Index (HFI): This index is used as a measure 
of market concentration in many industries to measure competition. Therefore, I subtract it from 
one in the same manner as FR measure above, to convert it into a measure of fragmentation. HFI 










, %1     (4.2) 
where N denotes the number of trading venues. 
 Off-Exchange Trading (OffEx): OffEx is the percentage of trading that takes place at 
off-exchange venues such as ATS and ECNs. This is a measure of fragmentation, i.e. higher off-
exchange trading indicates a more fragmented market. 
 
TRFti
VolumeofOffEx %,       (4.3) 
                                                 
26 For calculating the fragmentation measures, volume is measured as number of trades, number of shares, and dollar 
value of shares, however the results they yield are very similar, so share-based fragmentation values are used and 
reported throughout the analyses. 
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4.3.3 Liquidity Measures 
 Liquidity, along with volatility, is an important aspect of market quality. Therefore, in 
this section, spread and market impact related measures are calculated to test the effect of 
fragmentation on these transaction costs. Following Bessembinder (2003) and Hendershott, 
Jones, and Menkveld (2011), I compute the following liquidity measures: 
 Quoted Half Spread (QSpr): Half of the difference between the bid and the ask, divided 












      (4.4) 
where Ai,t, Bi,t, and Mi,t are the ask, bid, and the midpoint at the time of the t
th trade for stock i. 
 Effective Spread (ESpr): The difference between the price and the quote midpoint, 












      (4.5) 
where Di,t is an indicator variable that equals 1 for buyer-initiated trades, and -1 for seller-
initiated trades.27 Pi,t is the actual trade price. 
 Realized Spread (RSpr): The difference between the price and the quote midpoint 5 
minutes after the trade, divided by the quote midpoint at the time of the trade. 
                                                 
27 In all liquidity measure calculations, Lee and Ready (1991) algorithm is used to match the trades and orders, and 














     (4.6) 
where Mi,t+5min is the quote midpoint that is prevailing 5-minutes after the time of the trade. 
















  (4.7) 
4.3.4 Control Variables 
 Following the literature on the effects of fragmentation on market quality (see O’Hara 
and Ye (2011) and Madhavan (2012)), a number of additional variables are used in the analysis 
to control for the underlying stock and market characteristics. 
 Firm size (MCap) is measured as the natural logarithm of the market capitalization at the 
end of each month. Stock liquidity is proxied by average daily share volume (Volume), and the 
average daily number of trades (NoTrs) in a month. Trade size (TrSize) is the average trade size 
calculated daily, and averaged over each month, denoted in thousands. Price Inverse (PrcInv) is 
the inverse of the month-end stock price. To control for the underlying stock volatility, monthly 
return standard deviation is computed over the past 24-months (Std24mo). 
4.3.5 Descriptive Statistics 
 In Figure 4.1, the monthly changes in the fragmentation levels of NYSE and NASDAQ 
stocks are presented. Panels A, B, and C plot the time-series for the Fragmentation Ratio, 
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Herfindahl Fragmentation Index, and Off-Exchange Trading, respectively. As clearly seen from 
the plots, the NYSE had more concentrated trading at the beginning of the sample period in 2005 
with less than 20% of volume occurring away from the most concentrated venue (predominantly 
the NYSE market itself), while the ratio was above 60% by the end of 2008, which was higher 
than it is for NASDAQ stocks.  
 In Panel C of Figure 4.1, the percentage of off-exchange trading volume, shown for both 
exchanges’ stocks, seems more volatile, with a range of about 15% to 40% between 2007 and 
2012. But it is clear that the NYSE stocks had less off-exchange trading than NASDAQ stocks. 
One possible explanation of this may be that NYSE stocks have both NYSE and NASDAQ 
markets as main exchange trading venues, while NASDAQ stocks very rarely trade in the NYSE 
market. 
 A comparison of the distribution of fragmentation measures in the beginning of the 
sample period (2005) vs. the end of the sample period (2012) are displayed in Figure 4.2. In 
Panel A, the fragmentation ratio based comparison is presented, while Panel B presents the 
comparison for Herfindahl fragmentation index, and Panel C presents the distribution based on 
off-exchange trading measure.28 A clear observation from these histograms is that stock trading 
has become very fragmented in that the distributions in all three panels have shifted to the right 
(especially so for NYSE stocks), and that none of the stocks trades fully consolidated in one 
venue in today’s financial markets. 
                                                 
28 The comparison for off-exchange trading is made for years 2007 vs. 2012 rather than the 2005-2012 comparison 
for the other two measures. The reason is that off-exchange trading only started to be reported separately than 
NASDAQ trades after NASDAQ became an exchange in 2006. 
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 In Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, NYSE and NASDAQ stocks are separately classified into 
decile groups based on their fragmentation levels at the end of each month. Descriptive statistics 
are given for each decile as the average across months for each decile. Panels A, and B, present 
the deciles formed for NYSE and NASDAQ stocks, respectively. As seen in Table 4.1, the least 
fragmented NYSE stocks have a 37% fragmentation ratio, 47% Herfindahl index, 14% off-
exchange trading, while most fragmented ones have a 58% fragmentation ratio, 69% Herfindahl 
index, and 35% off-exchange trading. The NYSE stocks with the most fragmentation are larger, 
have a higher trading volume, larger number of trades, and higher price and long-term volatility. 
Though, looking at Table 4.3 for the statistics on off-exchange trading, it should be noted that, 
regarding the third measure of fragmentation, the smaller market capitalization stocks have either 
very low or very high off-exchange trading, with the large stocks in between at medium levels of 
fragmentation. The average trade size for the most fragmented stocks is also the largest; this is 
not surprising because off-exchange venues such as dark pools are predominantly used to 
minimize the price impact of large, block orders. 
 The descriptive statistics for deciles of NASDAQ stocks, also shown in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 
and 4.3, tell a similar story, but they have a notable difference regarding the highest and the 
lowest fragmentation levels. As shown in Panel B of all three tables, the fragmentation ratio 
ranges from 19% for the least fragmented NASDAQ stocks to 56% for the most fragmented 
ones. Similarly, the percentage of off-exchange trading for the most fragmented NASDAQ 
stocks is 46%, which is about 10% higher than the corresponding largest decile of NYSE stocks. 
The most fragmented NASDAQ stocks also have a higher market capitalization and have the 
highest trade volume based on fragmentation ratio and Herfindahl index. However, the off-
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exchange trading based fragmentation deciles indicate that the largest stocks fall into decile 5 
with a medium level of fragmentation. 
4.4 Empirical Results 
4.4.1 Cross-Sectional Univariate Comparisons 
 This section presents the cross-sectional analysis of univariate comparisons between the 
volatility and liquidity levels of the least fragmented and the most fragmented stocks. Sorting 
stocks every month from the least fragmented to the most fragmented, the average volatility and 
liquidity of Decile 1 (least fragmented) is contrasted to that of Decile 10 (most fragmented) 
stocks in univariate comparisons. 
 Table 4.4 presents the univariate comparisons using the fragmentation ratio for the NYSE 
and NASDAQ stocks in Panels A and B, respectively. According to the table, HiLo and 
HiLoRatio volatility measures are significantly higher for the most fragmented stocks than the 
volatility of the least fragmented stocks, and this results holds for both NYSE and NASDAQ 
stocks. Path per share measure and the standard deviation of the first half-hour returns as well as 
the ratio of the first half-hours returns standard deviation to the standard deviation of the 30-
minute returns is significantly lower for the more fragmented stocks. On the other hand, 
VolOfVol is not significantly different for the two groups of stocks with different levels of 
fragmentation. 
 The univariate comparisons for when the deciles are based on the Herfindahl 
fragmentation index are presented in Table 4.5; in Panel A for NYSE stocks and in Panel B for 
NASDAQ stocks. The results are qualitatively similar to the ones in Table 4.4 with one 
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exception. The VolOfVol measure for the most fragmented NYSE stocks is slightly less than that 
of the least fragmented stocks. 
 The results of the univariate analysis that uses off-exchange trading to form the 
fragmentation deciles are presented in Table 4.6. According to the numbers in Panel A of Table 
4.6, the NYSE stocks with the most amount of off-exchange trading experience higher volatility 
based on HiLo, HiLoRatio, Std30, StdRatio, and VolOfVol. The only volatility measure that 
doesn’t follow the same pattern is Path. However, even the Path measure does not 
monotonically decrease across fragmentation deciles, but rather reaches a minimum at the 7th 
decile, suggesting that fragmentation may benefit intraday path volatility up to a certain point, 
but not beyond it. On the other hand, for NASDAQ stocks, the results presented in Panel B of 
Table 4.6 show that more fragmented stocks have lower HiLo, HiLoRatio, and Path volatility, 
but they also have significantly higher Std30, StdRatio, and VolOfVol measures. 
 Overall, the results of the univariate comparisons presented in Tables 4.4 through 4.6 
suggest that both NYSE and NASDAQ stocks with more fragmentation experience higher 
opening period volatility independent of the fragmentation measure used to form the deciles. 
 Next, the univariate liquidity comparisons are presented in Table 4.7, using all three 
fragmentation measures; fragmentation ratio, Herfindahl fragmentation index, and off-exchange 
trading. Panels A and B present the results for NYSE and NASDAQ stocks, respectively. 
According to the numbers, transaction costs for the most fragmented stocks are lower when the 
fragmentation ratio and the Herfindahl index are taken into account. However, a larger off-
exchange trading percentage leads to higher spreads and price impact. The findings are similar 
for both NYSE and NASDAQ stocks. 
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4.4.2 Cross-Sectional Bivariate Analysis 
 This section presents the cross-sectional comparisons across fragmentation deciles for 
large-cap and small-cap stocks separately. In Table 4.8, the results based on the fragmentation 
ratio are presented where Panels A and B show the volatility comparisons for NYSE and 
NASDAQ stocks, respectively, while Panels C and D present the liquidity comparisons. 
 In most instances, the results of the volatility comparisons between the most fragmented 
and the least fragmented stocks conducted in the previous section hold for small-cap and large-
cap stocks separately, as well. However, there are some exceptions: StdRatio is significantly 
higher for more fragmented small-cap NYSE stocks, but the difference is insignificant for large-
cap stocks. For NASDAQ stocks, Std30 and VolOfVol measures indicate higher volatility for 
more fragmented small-cap stocks, whereas the difference is vice versa for large-cap stocks that 
more fragmented large-cap stocks have lower volatility in terms of Std30 and VolOfVol. These 
results also hold when Herfindahl fragmentation index is used instead of the fragmentation ratio, 
as shown in Panels A and B of Table 4.9. In addition, the overall volatility differences for large-
cap stocks are smaller than the differences for small-cap stocks. 
 The results for the liquidity comparisons shown in Panels C and D of Table 4.8, for 
NYSE and NASDAQ stocks, respectively, show that liquidity is improved for more fragmented 
stocks regardless of the cap size. The only exception is the insignificant difference in the realized 
spreads for large-cap NYSE stocks. These results hold in Table 4.9 where Herfindahl 
fragmentation index is used in determining the fragmentation quintiles. 
 In Table 4.10, bivariate comparisons are presented using off-exchange trading as the 
measure of fragmentation. The NYSE stock results shown in Panel A are consistent with the 
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univariate test results presented in the previous section in that except for the Path measure, all 
volatility values are higher for more fragmented stocks regardless of the cap size. However, for 
NASDAQ stocks, presented in Panel B of Table 4.10, there are differences between the small-
cap and large-cap results. For example, HiLo and HiLoRatio are significantly lower for the most 
fragmented small-cap NASDAQ stocks, whereas they are higher for the large-cap stocks. 
4.4.3 Regression Analysis 
 In this section, the relation of fragmentation to intraday volatility and liquidity is 
estimated in a regression framework. Accordingly, panel regressions are estimated where 
standard errors are clustered by firm and time effects. 
titititi XFragVol ,,,,        (4.8) 
where Voli,t is the intraday volatility of stock i in month t, Fragi,t is the fragmentation measure 
(Herfindahl index is used in the regressions presented in this chapter) of stock i in month t. Xi,t 
includes the control variables which are an NYSE dummy, size, share volume, average trade 
size, price invers, long-term volatility, and intraday liquidity (effective spread measure is 
reported in the tables of this chapter). The results in Panel A of Table 4.11 indicate a significant 
and positive relation between fragmentation and intraday volatility measured as HiLo and 
HiLoRatio. On the other hand, Std30 is insignificant, whereas StdRatio is negatively related to 
fragmentation. 
 The liquidity estimation in Panel B of Table 4.11 shows that transactions costs are lower 
when fragmentation is greater, controlling for the intraday volatility of the stock. 
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 In order to examine the persistence of the effects of fragmentation, predictive regressions 
are estimated using the following model: 
tititititi XVolFragVol ,,,,1,       (4.8) 
 The results presented in Table 4.12 show that the HiLo and HiLoRatio measures are 
significant and positive proving that there is a persistence of the effect of fragmentation on next 
month’s volatility, even after controlling for the current month’s volatility levels. However, the 
negative relation between transaction costs and fragmentation that is documented in Panel B of 
Table 4.11 no longer holds in predictive regressions when all control variables are included. This 
suggests that the effect of fragmentation on liquidity is not persistent. 
4.5 Robustness Checks 
 As the first group of robustness checks, the bivariate analysis of volatility and liquidity is 
repeated for low vs. high volume stocks by using share volume as the sorting variable. 
Tables4.13 through 4.15 reports the volume-based bivariate analysis of volatility and liquidity 
comparisons for NYSE and NASDAQ stocks. Even though there are slight differences in the 
results qualitatively such as the insignificant result for the large-cap NYSE stocks for HiLoRatio, 
the overall results are similar to the size-based comparisons presented in Tables 4.8 through 4.10. 
 The second type of robustness analysis conducted in this section is estimating the cross-
sectional Fama-MacBeth regression models to re-run the panel regression models presented in 
Section 4.4.3. According to the results in Table 4.16, where contemporaneous Fama-MacBeth 
regressions are ran each month to estimate the volatility, HiLo and HiLoRatio measures are 
significantly related to HFI. Therefore, more fragmented trading is associated with higher first 
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half-hour high-low volatility. However, according to Std30 and StdRatio, more fragmented stock 
trading is associated with lower intraday volatility. The liquidity estimations presented in Panel 
B of Table 4.16 are all significant which means that more fragmented stock trading is associated 
with lower transactions costs. 
 In Table 4.17, persistency regressions are re-estimated in a Fama-MacBeth framework 
where the HiLo and HiLoRatio measures in Panel A remain strongly positive and significant 
confirming the persistency of the effect of fragmentation on intraday stock price volatility. 
 Similarly, in Panel B of Table 4.17, the results of the Fama-MacBeth regressions 
estimating next month’s liquidity measures are presented, using the HFI as the proxy for 
fragmentation. Results indicate that this month’s fragmentation is significantly negatively related 
to next month’s spreads and market impact measures, controlling for all other stocks 
characteristics. 
4.6 Conclusion 
 Following the implementation of Reg NMS in 2007, along with the help of technological 
innovations bringing entry costs down, fragmentation has become a major aspect of today’s 
financial markets. As a result, over the period of 2005-2012, the U.S. equity market has 
experienced a rapid increase in the number of new trading venues. 
 This chapter has analyzed the effects of fragmentation on the U.S. equity market quality 
by constructing three fragmentation measures and testing the relation between these measures 
and several volatility and liquidity measures. There are three main findings: First, looking at the 
distribution of fragmentation measures across stocks indicates that all U.S. common stocks listed 
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at the NYSE and the NASDAQ markets have become fragmented. In today’s markets, there is 
virtually no stock whose trades are 100% consolidated on one venue, or a stock with zero off-
exchange trading. Second, stocks with more fragmented trading are associated with improved 
liquidity in the form of lower spreads and market impact costs, but they also experience more 
accentuated intraday volatility. Third, the effects of fragmentation are persistent in that its impact 
is significant on next month’s market quality. 
 The findings in this chapter add to the ongoing debate on the benefits of fragmented 
markets. While improved liquidity through lower transaction costs is a highly desirable aspect of 
markets, it is also important to keep intraday volatility at a more contained level to increase 
confidence in financial markets, and to avoid market breakdowns such as the “flash crash” of 




Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistics by Fragmentation Ratio Deciles 
 






NoTrs TrSize AvgPrc Std24mo 
Least Frag 34.86% 1.50 896.65 2,227 224.81 31.90 9.83% 
1 41.30% 1.96 811.59 2,588 216.50 30.86 10.52% 
2 43.74% 2.37 873.32 3,246 220.93 31.67 11.03% 
3 45.63% 3.41 1,156.73 4,358 230.49 33.38 11.18% 
4 47.35% 4.72 1,276.40 5,290 234.71 34.55 11.19% 
5 48.90% 6.52 1,528.33 6,590 245.10 36.50 11.11% 
6 50.47% 8.95 1,996.74 8,718 255.81 37.74 11.09% 
7 52.16% 11.80 2,537.26 11,387 266.06 39.51 11.04% 
8 54.21% 16.60 3,304.54 14,526 286.15 39.55 11.18% 
Most Frag 58.20% 24.80 5,391.70 20,709 339.47 39.90 11.98% 
Mean 47.68% 8.26 1,976.72 7,963 251.99 35.56 11.02% 
 






NoTrs TrSize AvgPrc Std24mo 
Least Frag 18.95% 0.08 9.48 23 382.70 15.90 8.19% 
1 30.87% 0.15 39.88 138 295.12 16.30 10.88% 
2 37.58% 0.31 99.04 420 249.84 17.71 12.80% 
3 41.66% 0.50 172.66 809 224.20 19.05 13.53% 
4 44.42% 0.70 261.71 1,239 208.75 20.74 13.88% 
5 46.58% 1.04 395.23 1,840 202.92 21.67 14.30% 
6 48.47% 1.64 603.57 2,668 200.04 23.15 14.58% 
7 50.31% 2.11 845.40 3,798 199.65 24.56 14.96% 
8 52.37% 3.60 1,461.30 6,250 203.72 26.17 15.22% 
Most Frag 55.74% 7.39 3,420.61 12,752 230.95 28.16 15.57% 





Table 4.2: Descriptive Statistics by Herfindahl Fragmentation Index Deciles 
 






NoTrs TrSize AvgPrc Std24mo 
Least Frag 46.92% 1.14 355.70 1,190 226.73 31.44 9.96% 
1 54.18% 1.56 579.31 1,987 215.10 30.85 10.67% 
2 56.43% 2.05 734.18 2,580 218.03 32.29 11.08% 
3 58.12% 2.86 927.84 3,564 225.04 32.72 11.09% 
4 59.63% 4.13 1,128.03 4,768 234.07 35.06 11.13% 
5 60.97% 6.03 1,515.90 6,554 242.78 36.53 11.06% 
6 62.30% 8.45 2,076.52 8,941 254.07 38.38 11.02% 
7 63.72% 12.30 2,659.66 11,697 268.06 39.92 10.98% 
8 65.44% 17.40 3,652.22 15,590 288.04 40.30 11.09% 
Most Frag 68.75% 26.70 6,143.81 22,772 348.16 38.05 12.07% 
Mean 59.65% 8.26 1,976.72 7,963 251.99 35.56 11.02% 
 






NoTrs TrSize AvgPrc Std24mo 
Least Frag 25.23% 0.07 5.06 13 382.72 15.90 8.01% 
1 41.16% 0.12 26.03 80 304.66 15.98 10.71% 
2 50.08% 0.24 73.93 285 255.84 16.48 13.09% 
3 54.84% 0.39 130.78 579 223.64 18.31 13.68% 
4 57.62% 0.55 205.21 973 208.72 19.73 14.17% 
5 59.60% 0.78 300.12 1,455 199.37 21.51 14.49% 
6 61.21% 1.20 464.05 2,234 196.30 23.25 14.69% 
7 62.70% 2.09 794.61 3,703 194.52 25.78 14.95% 
8 64.24% 3.91 1,493.17 6,571 200.15 28.29 15.09% 
Most Frag 66.57% 8.15 3,816.98 14,048 231.96 28.18 15.03% 





Table 4.3: Descriptive Statistics by Off-Exchange Trading Deciles 
 






NoTrs TrSize AvgPrc Std24mo 
Least Frag 13.68% 2.26 419.97 2,650 163.61 44.23 9.69% 
1 16.99% 3.78 736.41 4,474 168.58 40.07 9.93% 
2 18.83% 5.36 1,042.01 6,035 176.89 39.35 10.07% 
3 20.30% 7.63 1,328.14 7,396 182.39 39.50 10.29% 
4 21.68% 9.95 1,745.07 9,279 190.62 38.49 10.48% 
5 23.03% 11.50 2,115.55 10,632 199.77 37.57 10.75% 
6 24.51% 12.20 2,506.63 12,009 207.40 34.74 11.22% 
7 26.30% 11.90 2,904.28 12,942 219.22 31.81 11.90% 
8 28.88% 10.70 3,507.01 13,635 239.14 27.47 12.84% 
Most Frag 35.42% 8.09 5,530.11 14,607 288.22 20.42 13.97% 
Mean 22.96% 8.36 2,183.21 9,367 203.58 35.37 11.11% 
 






NoTrs TrSize AvgPrc Std24mo 
Least Frag 14.92% 1.54 411.90 2,081 183.39 28.22 11.07% 
1 19.01% 1.72 548.86 2,890 182.59 26.53 11.96% 
2 21.27% 2.04 714.77 3,652 186.06 25.21 12.61% 
3 23.11% 2.47 876.62 4,193 193.27 24.64 13.26% 
4 24.88% 2.53 1,020.82 4,598 201.20 22.91 13.81% 
5 26.73% 2.87 1,234.82 5,015 213.37 21.56 14.40% 
6 28.85% 2.66 1,258.34 4,872 224.60 19.74 14.75% 
7 31.59% 1.95 1,078.65 3,947 244.50 17.47 15.10% 
8 35.93% 1.42 797.37 2,628 275.04 15.16 14.73% 
Most Frag 46.35% 1.04 675.40 1,464 370.92 13.14 13.08% 





Table 4.4: Univariate Analysis: Volatility Comparisons by Fragmentation Ratio 
 
Panel A: NYSE Stocks 
Decile HiLo HiLoRatio Path Std30 StdRatio VolOfVol 
1 0.0124 0.459 6.14 0.015 0.161 0.00708 
2 0.0144 0.507 5.02 0.014 0.133 0.00710 
3 0.0151 0.519 4.45 0.014 0.134 0.00719 
4 0.0154 0.530 3.91 0.014 0.125 0.00716 
5 0.0158 0.540 3.34 0.014 0.125 0.00718 
6 0.0158 0.549 2.76 0.014 0.126 0.00703 
7 0.0159 0.554 2.31 0.014 0.126 0.00699 
8 0.0160 0.559 1.91 0.014 0.122 0.00687 
9 0.0164 0.563 1.60 0.014 0.128 0.00689 
10 0.0174 0.561 1.31 0.014 0.126 0.00708 
10-1 0.0050 0.101 -4.82 0.000 -0.036 0.00000 
t-stat 45.53 68.88 -88.26 -3.70 -11.08 -0.05 
 
 
Panel B: NASDAQ Stocks 
Decile HiLo HiLoRatio Path Std30 StdRatio VolOfVol 
1 0.0058 0.220 8.14 0.017 0.197 0.0093 
2 0.0110 0.296 12.22 0.018 0.160 0.0130 
3 0.0161 0.409 12.98 0.017 0.149 0.0134 
4 0.0181 0.475 11.20 0.016 0.136 0.0123 
5 0.0189 0.509 9.45 0.016 0.132 0.0116 
6 0.0195 0.533 7.89 0.015 0.130 0.0110 
7 0.0198 0.549 6.71 0.015 0.123 0.0106 
8 0.0202 0.559 5.68 0.015 0.121 0.0104 
9 0.0203 0.570 4.62 0.014 0.117 0.0100 
10 0.0203 0.576 3.38 0.014 0.116 0.0095 
10-1 0.0145 0.356 -4.76 -0.003 -0.081 0.0002 







Table 4.5: Univariate Analysis: Volatility Comparisons by Herfindahl Fragmentation 
Index 
 
Panel A: NYSE Stocks 
Decile HiLo HiLoRatio Path Std30 StdRatio VolOfVol 
1 0.0121 0.445 6.82 0.015 0.162 0.00733 
2 0.0145 0.505 5.25 0.014 0.137 0.00717 
3 0.0152 0.518 4.60 0.014 0.132 0.00722 
4 0.0155 0.531 3.85 0.014 0.125 0.00718 
5 0.0157 0.542 3.18 0.014 0.125 0.00710 
6 0.0158 0.551 2.61 0.014 0.126 0.00698 
7 0.0159 0.558 2.10 0.014 0.122 0.00692 
8 0.0160 0.563 1.73 0.013 0.123 0.00681 
9 0.0163 0.565 1.44 0.014 0.129 0.00681 
10 0.0176 0.564 1.17 0.014 0.125 0.00705 
10-1 0.0054 0.118 -5.65 -0.001 -0.037 -0.00028 
t-stat 49.60 80.76 -97.46 -8.98 -11.52 -5.23 
 
 
Panel B: NASDAQ Stocks 
Decile HiLo HiLoRatio Path Std30 StdRatio VolOfVol 
1 0.0054 0.214 7.91 0.017 0.199 0.0091 
2 0.0103 0.279 12.65 0.018 0.159 0.0133 
3 0.0160 0.398 13.84 0.018 0.151 0.0140 
4 0.0185 0.474 11.97 0.016 0.140 0.0127 
5 0.0194 0.513 9.52 0.016 0.133 0.0117 
6 0.0199 0.537 7.86 0.015 0.128 0.0110 
7 0.0202 0.555 6.48 0.015 0.126 0.0106 
8 0.0203 0.567 5.21 0.014 0.120 0.0101 
9 0.0202 0.576 4.07 0.014 0.113 0.0097 
10 0.0196 0.582 2.76 0.013 0.113 0.0089 
10-1 0.0142 0.368 -5.15 -0.004 -0.085 -0.0002 





Table 4.6: Univariate Analysis: Volatility Comparisons by Off-Exchange Trading 
 
Panel A: NYSE Stocks 
Decile HiLo HiLoRatio Path Std30 StdRatio VolOfVol 
1 0.0142 0.513 5.70 0.013 0.134 0.00663 
2 0.0150 0.537 4.06 0.013 0.121 0.00664 
3 0.0154 0.546 3.55 0.013 0.122 0.00672 
4 0.0157 0.553 3.22 0.013 0.124 0.00683 
5 0.0161 0.557 2.95 0.013 0.125 0.00696 
6 0.0165 0.560 2.88 0.014 0.125 0.00714 
7 0.0170 0.560 2.83 0.014 0.128 0.00740 
8 0.0178 0.558 3.02 0.015 0.136 0.00777 
9 0.0188 0.552 3.29 0.016 0.142 0.00842 
10 0.0199 0.532 4.05 0.019 0.157 0.00961 
10-1 0.0057 0.019 -1.66 0.005 0.023 0.00297 
t-stat 42.32 12.35 -22.31 34.44 6.70 48.28 
 
 
Panel B: NASDAQ Stocks 
Decile HiLo HiLoRatio Path Std30 StdRatio VolOfVol 
1 0.0164 0.479 12.21 0.015 0.144 0.0107 
2 0.0177 0.517 8.67 0.015 0.127 0.0102 
3 0.0184 0.529 7.69 0.015 0.127 0.0103 
4 0.0187 0.528 7.22 0.015 0.125 0.0104 
5 0.0191 0.525 6.85 0.015 0.129 0.0107 
6 0.0193 0.516 6.86 0.016 0.132 0.0111 
7 0.0194 0.502 6.98 0.016 0.136 0.0116 
8 0.0189 0.474 7.56 0.017 0.144 0.0122 
9 0.0172 0.420 8.14 0.018 0.156 0.0129 
10 0.0135 0.348 7.58 0.018 0.169 0.0121 
10-1 -0.0029 -0.131 -4.63 0.003 0.025 0.0014 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.8: Size Comparison: Volatility and Liquidity by Fragmentation Ratio 
 
Panel A: Volatility for NYSE Stocks 
  HiLo   HiLoRatio   Path   Std30   StdRatio   VolOfVol 
  Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large 












































5 0.021 0.017   0.530 0.571   3.35 1.01   0.020 0.013   0.171 0.113   0.009 0.007 






















Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel B: Volatility for NASDAQ Stocks 
  HiLo   HiLoRatio   Path   Std30   StdRatio   VolOfVol 
  Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large 












































5 0.023 0.020   0.519 0.582   9.47 2.62   0.018 0.013   0.144 0.112   0.013 0.009 






















Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.87 0.00   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel C: Liquidity for NYSE Stocks (in percentage) 
  QSpr   ESpr   RSpr   PrcImp 
  Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large 




























5 0.208 0.066   0.090 0.036   0.058 0.027   0.033 0.009 














Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel D: Liquidity for NASDAQ Stocks (in percentage) 
  QSpr   ESpr   RSpr   PrcImp 
  Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large 




























5 0.694 0.170   0.266 0.075   0.164 0.051   0.102 0.024 














Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
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Table 4.9: Size Comparison: Volatility and Liquidity by Herfindahl Fragmentation Index 
 
Panel A: Volatility for NYSE Stocks 
  HiLo   HiLoRatio   Path   Std30   StdRatio   VolOfVol 
  Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large 












































5 0.021 0.017   0.537 0.571   3.03 0.93   0.020 0.012   0.171 0.114   0.009 0.007 






















Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel B: Volatility for NASDAQ Stocks 
  HiLo   HiLoRatio   Path   Std30   StdRatio   VolOfVol 
  Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large 












































5 0.023 0.019   0.529 0.585   9.27 2.28   0.018 0.013   0.145 0.111   0.013 0.009 






















Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.25 0.00   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel C: Liquidity for NYSE Stocks (in percentage) 
  QSpr   ESpr   RSpr   PrcImp 
  Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large 




























5 0.192 0.067   0.086 0.037   0.055 0.027   0.030 0.010 














Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel D: Liquidity for NASDAQ Stocks (in percentage) 
  QSpr   ESpr   RSpr   PrcImp 
  Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large 




























5 0.621 0.151   0.240 0.069   0.146 0.048   0.094 0.021 














Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
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Table 4.10: Size Comparison: Volatility and Liquidity by Off-Exchange Trading 
 
Panel A: NYSE Stocks 
  HiLo   HiLoRatio   Path   Std30   StdRatio   VolOfVol 
  Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large 












































5 0.021 0.017   0.505 0.585   5.51 1.23   0.021 0.013   0.174 0.118   0.011 0.007 






















Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel B: NASDAQ Stocks 
  HiLo   HiLoRatio   Path   Std30   StdRatio   VolOfVol 
  Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large 












































5 0.013 0.022   0.311 0.570   8.15 4.01   0.019 0.015   0.175 0.137   0.012 0.011 






















Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel C: Liquidity for NYSE Stocks (in percentage) 
  QSpr   ESpr   RSpr   PrcImp 
  Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large 




























5 0.004 0.001   0.002 0.000   0.001 0.000   0.001 0.000 














Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.01 
 
Panel D: Liquidity for NASDAQ Stocks (in percentage) 
  QSpr   ESpr   RSpr   PrcImp 
  Small Large   Small Large   Small Large   Small Large 




























5 0.040 0.003   0.015 0.001   0.013 0.001   0.002 0.000 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.13: Volume Comparison: Volatility and Liquidity by Fragmentation Ratio 
 
Panel A: Volatility for NYSE Stocks 
  HiLo   HiLoRatio   Path   Std30   StdRatio   VolOfVol 
  Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High 












































5 0.016 0.018   0.516 0.569   4.26 1.05   0.016 0.014   0.132 0.125   0.008 0.007 






















Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.64   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.17   0.00 0.04   0.00 0.01 
 
Panel B: NASDAQ Stocks 
  HiLo   HiLoRatio   Path   Std30   StdRatio   VolOfVol 
  Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High 












































5 0.018 0.021   0.487 0.583   12.26 2.55   0.016 0.014   0.130 0.115   0.012 0.009 






















Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel C: Liquidity for NYSE Stocks (in percentage) 
  QSpr   ESpr   RSpr   PrcImp 
  Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High 




























5 0.234 0.077   0.091 0.041   0.054 0.030   0.037 0.011 














Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.76   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel D: Liquidity for NASDAQ Stocks (in percentage) 
  QSpr   ESpr   RSpr   PrcImp 
  Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High 




























5 0.842 0.181   0.305 0.081   0.181 0.056   0.123 0.025 














Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
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Table 4.14: Volume Comparison: Volatility and Liquidity by Herfindahl Frag. Index 
 
Panel A: Volatility for NYSE Stocks 
  HiLo   HiLoRatio   Path   Std30   StdRatio   VolOfVol 
  Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High 












































5 0.016 0.018   0.526 0.568   3.96 0.99   0.015 0.014   0.130 0.124   0.008 0.007 






















Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.06   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.80   0.00 0.01   0.00 0.02 
 
Panel B: NASDAQ Stocks 
  HiLo   HiLoRatio   Path   Std30   StdRatio   VolOfVol 
  Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High 












































5 0.018 0.020   0.500 0.586   11.86 2.27   0.015 0.013   0.129 0.113   0.012 0.009 






















Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel C: Liquidity for NYSE Stocks (in percentage) 
  QSpr   ESpr   RSpr   PrcImp 
  Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High 




























5 0.210 0.077   0.083 0.042   0.050 0.030   0.033 0.012 














Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel D: Liquidity for NASDAQ Stocks (in percentage) 
  QSpr   ESpr   RSpr   PrcImp 
  Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High 




























5 0.720 0.157   0.263 0.073   0.152 0.051   0.112 0.022 














Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
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Table 4.15: Volume Comparison: Volatility and Liquidity by Off-Exchange Trading 
 
Panel A: Volatility for NYSE Stocks 
  HiLo   HiLoRatio   Path   Std30   StdRatio   VolOfVol 
  Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High 












































5 0.018 0.021   0.492 0.580   6.35 1.41   0.019 0.017   0.165 0.142   0.010 0.009 






















Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel B: NASDAQ Stocks 
  HiLo   HiLoRatio   Path   Std30   StdRatio   VolOfVol 
  Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High 












































5 0.009 0.025   0.266 0.569   8.51 4.28   0.019 0.018   0.176 0.143   0.011 0.013 






















Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel C: Liquidity for NYSE Stocks (in percentage) 
  QSpr   ESpr   RSpr   PrcImp 
  Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High 




























5 0.451 0.116   0.169 0.064   0.106 0.047   0.063 0.016 














Wilcoxon 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00   0.00 0.00 
 
Panel D: Liquidity for NASDAQ Stocks (in percentage) 
  QSpr   ESpr   RSpr   PrcImp 
  Low High   Low High   Low High   Low High 




























5 4.540 0.401   1.650 0.170   1.450 0.115   0.203 0.055 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.1: Evolution of Fragmentation 
 
Panel A: Fragmentation Ratio 
 
 











































Figure 4.2: Distribution of Fragmentation Measures 
 
Panel A: Fragmentation Ratio in 2005 vs. 2012 for NYSE and NASDAQ stocks 
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Chapter 5 : 
 
Conclusion 
 A well-functioning equity market is indispensable for the economic growth and stability 
of a country for one simple reason: it is one of the main sources of financial capital for the firms 
in an economy. For the primary market to attract investors and ensure that the cost of capital is at 
fair levels for the listed firms, the existence of an efficient and reliable secondary market is 
crucial. Attaining such an efficient market requires a solid architecture that provides investors 
with an acceptable level of market quality. 
 In building a well-structured market, paying attention to the trading frictions that impose 
transaction costs on the investors is particularly important. The frictions include bid-ask spreads, 
market impact costs, and price discovery noise, which can be attributed to price discovery being 
a dynamic and protracted process, as shown by Paroush, Schwartz, and Wolf (2010).29 In this 
dissertation, focusing on the price discovery aspect of equity markets, I analyze market quality 
for stocks listed in three distinct stock exchanges: the NYSE and NASDAQ markets in the U.S. 
over the period 1993-2012, and the ISE market in Turkey over the period 2000-2011. 
 The assessment of market quality analyzed in this dissertation focuses primarily on 
                                                 
29 Also see Jones, Kaul, and Lipson (1994), Hasbrouck (1995), and Menkveld, Koopman, and Lucas (2007). 
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intraday price volatility. The link between price discovery and the accentuation of intraday 
volatility can be understood by looking at how prices are determined in the marketplace. The 
equity market is the place where buy and sell orders meet and traders continuously seek a price 
that balances the upward pressure of buy orders and the downward pressure of sell orders, as 
described by Francioni, Hazarika, Reck, and Schwartz (2008).30 As the market is continually 
seeking an equilibrium value, it usually does not find one before the equilibrium price itself 
changes as investors reassess their stock valuations and their interest in buying or selling shares 
because new information has arrived or their assessments have changed for their own 
idiosyncratic reasons. 
 As a result, market prices respond by exhibiting either a momentum pattern (trend up or 
down), or a reversal pattern (move up and then down, or move down and then up). The rules, 
procedures, and facilities in an equity market determine the quality of the link between 
fundamental information and the path that security prices follow. The interaction between these 
trending and reversal patterns that is manifest in intraday stock prices translates into an 
accentuation of intraday price volatility. In this regard, short-term accentuation can be viewed as 
indicative of inefficiencies in the price discovery process, which makes intraday volatility an 
essential measure of market quality. 
 In assessing market quality, six related but differentiated measures of intraday volatility 
(that for the most part focus on the opening half-hour of trading) are computed for the analyses 
conducted in this dissertation. Calculated over different time frequencies (i.e. daily, monthly, and 
over a subsample period), each of these measures captures intraday volatility in a different way. 
                                                 
30 Also see Francioni, Hazarika, Reck, and Schwartz (2010) and Alan, Bildik, and Schwartz (2013). 
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While one of them focuses on extreme price movements in the opening interval of the day 
(HiLo), another considers all tick-by-tick price movements during the first half-hour of trading 
(Path). Std30 measures the volatility of returns, while VolOfVol measures the volatility of 
volatility. Another measure is focused on at the frequency with which a stock experiences days 
with high opening volatility (Power), and the last measure analyzes the profitability of a trading 
strategy that gains when prices mean revert (VolCap). Comprehensively viewed, these measures 
tell a fairly consistent story regarding the evolution of intraday volatility in each of the sample 
markets. 
 In the second chapter of this dissertation, the evolution of intraday volatility is presented 
for the two U.S. exchanges (NYSE and NASDAQ) over the past two decades. Using the six 
volatility measures, I document a substantial difference in the volatility patterns exhibited by the 
stocks listed at these two exchanges: In 1993, opening half-hour volatility for NYSE listed stocks 
was considerably lower than it was for the NASDAQ stocks. Over the years that followed, 
NASDAQ stocks’ opening volatility fluctuated widely, but has not exhibited an overall upward 
or a downward trend. For the NYSE stocks, on the other hand, opening volatility has risen 
appreciably over the years. Since 2007, the volatility pattern for the stocks listed at these two 
exchanges has been virtually the same. 
 A volatility analysis of the Turkish market is presented in Chapter 3. A significant 
downward trend in the intraday volatility patterns is documented for the ISE stocks over the 
years 2000 to 2011. Throughout the last decade, technological improvements have been 
prevalent in all three exchanges analyzed in this research. Nevertheless, their volatility patterns 
have been different. To a large extent, this can be accounted for by the differences in the 
evolution of their fragmentation levels. Over their respective sample periods, the following 
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conclusion can be inferred from their volatility patterns: intraday volatility has (i) increased in 
the market where trading became more fragmented (NYSE); (ii) not trended in the market where 
trading was always fragmented (NASDAQ); and (iii) decreased in the market where trading has 
remained consolidated (ISE). Consequently, the next chapter of this dissertation analyzes the 
relation between stock-level fragmentation and the corresponding intraday volatility in the 
NYSE and NASDAQ markets with a special focus on the NYSE stocks. 
 The fragmentation analysis presented in Chapter 4 first demonstrates that virtually all 
stocks in the U.S. equity markets are subject to fragmentation in the sense that none of the 
sample stocks has all 100% of its trading realized at a single venue on any given trading day. All 
stocks trade at multiple venues with a significant portion of these trades being executed at off-
exchange platforms such as dark pools and other ATSs. The results indicate a positive relation 
between the degree of fragmented trading in a stock and the stock’s opening volatility. In other 
words, the more fragmented the trading in a stock is, the higher its opening volatility is. 
Additional tests demonstrate that the positive association of fragmentation to higher volatility is 
also persistent over time. 
 Having established the importance of intraday volatility and its relation to fragmentation, 
a further step in assessing market quality is to hone in on periods of relatively high market stress. 
The analyses in this study are focused on the opening half-hour of trading because price 
discovery is most challenged at this time (due to the overnight news being incorporated into 
stock prices). It is also important to identify those trading days with the largest volatility spikes 
and to analyze their frequency. One of the volatility measures employed in this dissertation, 
Power function, is geared towards this type of analysis: it hones in on the frequency with which 
volatility elevations of different magnitudes occur. As explained by Buchanan (2000), the 
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frequencies of earthquakes and forest fires have been found to fit a power function. Recognizing 
that volatility spikes can be thought of as similar periodic episodes of heightened turbulence, the 
power function analysis examines these spikes the same way as the frequencies of earthquakes 
and forest fires have been studied. An extension of the power function analysis would be to 
employ it at the individual stock level (as opposed to the market averages employed in this 
research). This analysis would be fruitful for future research in shedding further light into the 
complexities of price discovery and its reflection in intraday stock price volatility. 
 In conclusion, this dissertation has analyzed intraday volatility as a key measure of 
market quality for three stock exchanges (NYSE, NASDAQ, and ISE) that exhibit varying levels 
of fragmentation. After establishing the differences in the evolution of intraday volatility for each 
of these markets, evidence of a positive and persistent relationship between fragmentation and 
opening period volatility is documented for the U.S. equity markets. In light of these results, it is 
important for market participants to recognize the complexities of price discovery in the 
marketplace, and to target on developing more efficient trading mechanisms that will improve 
the quality of prices. These improvements will benefit market participants as well as the broader 




Appendix A : 
 
Matching TAQ to CRSP 
 The matching procedure between TAQ and CRSP is done in three steps: First, I create a 
list of all unique daily SYMBOL/DATE observations in TAQ. Then, the corresponding 12-digit 
CUSIPs are obtained from TAQ Master files. Finally, in the third step, PERMNOs are acquired 
from CRSP based on TAQCUSIP-NCUSIP and SYMBOL-TSYMBOL matches. 
Step 1: Obtaining list of all TAQ SYMBOL/DATE observations 
TAQ database consists of daily trades and quotes files, named as Ct_yyyymmdd and 
Cq_yyyymmdd, respectively. As the first step of the merge process, the unique list of 
SYMBOL/DATE observations are obtained from these files. The number of these daily 
observations for the period of January 1993 through December 2012 is 46,319,928. This sample 
period corresponds to 5,037 trading days, 20 years, and 240 months. 
Step 2: Obtaining corresponding CUSIPs from TAQ Master files 
In the second step, corresponding CUSIP values are obtained from the monthly TAQ 
Master files named as Mast_yyyymm. 61,051 of these observations create duplicate 
CUSIP/DATE observations due to many-to-one SYMBOL to CUSIP matches (some securities 
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trade under two SYMBOLs on certain corporate event dates, i.e. one with an added suffix "WI" 
to indicate "when issued" trading). After dropping the duplicates through preserving the 
SYMBOL without the extra suffix, there are 46,289,401 observations left with unique 
CUSIP/DATE values. Also, the 12-digit TAQCUSIPs are converted into 8-digits to make them 
compatible with CRSP. 
Step 3: Obtaining PERMNOs from CRSP 
 The third step uses TAQCUSIP and SYMBOL variables from the TAQ database and 
NCUSIP (historical CUSIP), TSYMBOL (trading symbol), and TICKER variables from the 
CRSP database. Also imposing a DATE match, I obtain PERMNOs for TAQCUSIP-NCUSIP, 
SYMBOL-TSYMBOL, and SYMBOL-TICKER. The first two (TAQCUSIP-NCUSIP and 
SYMBOL-TSYMBOL) provide unique matches. However, SYMBOL-TICKER matches create 
a number of duplicates (113,793 observations match to multiple PERMNOs), but only a fraction 
of the matches provide a valid unique match in the absence of matches through CUSIP or 
TSYMBOL (11,922 observations). So, to be conservative, I do not use SYMBOL-TICKER 
combinations in the merge process. 
 29,888,314 observations match based on both the TAQCUSIP-NCUSIP and SYMBOL-
TSYMBOL combinations. In addition, 7,747,664 observations are matched through 
TAQCUSIP-NCUSIP combinations only, and 54,516 observations are matched through 
SYMBOL-TSYMBOL combinations only. As a result, I have 37,690,494 unique 




Appendix B : 
 
Description of the ISE Data 
 The ISE data provide detailed information regarding all trades and orders. In addition to 
typical information such as date, time, price, and size of trades and orders, each record also 
provides the following relevant details: 
 Order Number: A number assigned to each order in the sequence in which they are submitted 
to the system. The order number helps distinguish the time priority of orders that arrive in the 
same second. Trade records include both the buyer’s and the seller’s order numbers, which 
assists matching trades with orders. 
 Trade Number: A number assigned to each trade in the sequence in which they are executed; 
this helps distinguish the sequence of execution in cases where more than one trade occurs in 
the same second. 
 Market: One letter indicator of the major equity submarket the security is trading in.31 
 Specialty Code: One or two letter indicator of the other equity submarkets and old-new 
shares.32,33 
                                                 
31 Market: National (N), Second National (L), Watchlist (W), Collective Products (K), New Economy (Y), 
Emerging Companies Market (G). 
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 Type: One letter indicator to distinguish the non-standard trades and orders.34 
 Order Type: One letter code indicating whether it is a buy, sell, revision, split, or cancellation 
order.35 
 Validity: Indicates whether the order is valid for one session only, or until the end of the 
trading day. 
 Fill or Kill Order: Yes or No indicator for whether it is a fill or kill order. 
 Split Order No: If the current order that is being submitted to the system is split from a 
previous order, this variable identifies the number of that previous order. 
 The following order related identifiers are also available in the data (and each trade 
record includes these identifier variables for both counter-parties of the trade): 
 Member: Three letter identifier of the member firm that submitted the order. 
 Trader No: A number assigned to each trader within each firm. 
 Account Type: One letter indicator of the type of investment for which the order is 
submitted. M indicates that the order is for a client of the firm, F indicates that the order is 
for a fund of the firm (such as a mutual fund), and P indicates that the order is for the 
member firm’s own portfolio. 
                                                                                                                                                             
32 Specialty Codes: Old Shares Market (E), Primary Market (B, BE, BY), Funds Market (F), Wholesale Market (LE, 
LR, LY), Official Auction Market (ME, MF, MY), Rights Issues Market (R), Default Transactions (TE, TR, TY), 
Warrants Market (V), New Shares Market (Y). 
33 The new shares market is where the stock of a company is traded temporarily in case a capital increase occurs 
before the dividends are paid for that fiscal year. The new shares are not entitled to the upcoming dividend, and are 
traded along with the old shares which are entitled to the dividend. 
34 Type: Board Order (B: normal order) Odd Lot Order (O) Special Order (S). 
35 Order Types: Buy (A) Sell (S) Short Sell (Q) Buy Revision (C) Sell Revision (D) Short Sell Revision (T) Buy 
Split (P) Sell Split (R) Short Sell Split (L) Buy Cancellation (X) Sell Cancellation (Y) Eliminate (W: used mainly by 
the trading system itself at the end of the session, or day to cancel all leftover orders). 
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 Account No: The account number of the investor within the member firm. 
 In addition to the trades and quotes data described above, supplementary information on 
Turkish stocks was collected through several resources such as documents on the ISE website, 
communication with the ISE employees, and other academic papers that use the ISE data. 
Through these sources, I obtained further data on firms such as the number of shares outstanding 
(mainly to be used in market capitalization calculations), whether they at any time were included 
in any major ISE index, and the periods of time through which they were in the index. 
 Another important task was to link the data for each firm through time by accounting for 
ticker changes and identifying the events that would lead to a jump in the stock price such as 
stock splits, capital raises or reductions, and dividend payments: 
 For ticker changes, I used the file named “HisseKoduDegisiklikleri” from the ISE website. 
There were 53 relevant ticker changes (that occurred between 2000 and 2011). For two of the 
most recent changes, price & quote data for new tickers were not included in my dataset so, 
excluding those, 51 ticker changes were considered. Out of the 51, 5 were changes over 
previous changes (ticker changed twice for the same firm). Thus, I determined that 97 tickers 
(51*2 – 5) in the dataset were affected by the changes. Using this knowledge, unique 
permanent numbers (PERMNO) were assigned to each of the 661 tickers in my data.36 
 To identify the dates of events that would cause a jump in the stock price, I downloaded 
“Sermaye” and “Temettu” files from the ISE website. Also identifying the dates in my trades 
files for when a stock had both old and new shares trading simultaneously, I created a 
                                                 
36 The unique number of tickers in the trades files over the twelve year period is 482, while there are 179 extra 
tickers in the orders files. For the sake of integrity, I assigned a PERMNO to each of the 661 tickers, even though 
my analysis is restricted to the 482 tickers since I do not have trade data for the 179 tickers in the orders files. 
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dummy variable that indicated, for each stock, the dates of capital change, dividend payment, 
and the first and last days the stock traded in the new shares. I used this dummy variable to 
exclude those days from my analysis of daily and overnight stock returns. 
 At the end, a dataset of all ticker-date combinations created from the trades files included 
938,429 observations, for 432 firms, and 3,003 trading days, which represented the base dataset 




Appendix C : 
 
Limit Order Book Construction 
Methodology 
 The following methodology is followed to construct the LOB of all stocks trading at the 
ISE Equity Market: 
 First, relevant trades and orders are identified by imposing the filters described in Chapter 
3 (restrict the sample to standard shares and board orders). During this stage, I also drop all 
trades and orders that occur after the time of the day for which the spread is calculated for 
(11AM or 3PM). On the orders datasets, another rule is imposed that keeps only the final version 
of an order, because no matter what the change is (an order can be revised, split, or cancelled), 
the final version of the order that is submitted to the system overrides the previous submissions 
of the same order. In the event that an order is split, the new portion of the order is submitted 
with a new order number, and is therefore retained by this algorithm; and at the same instant, the 
remaining portion of the original order is resubmitted into the system as a modification using the 
same order number. As a result, keeping only the final version of each order ensures that all 
relevant order data is kept. In the next step, cancelled orders (order codes “X”, “Y”, and “W”) 
are dropped since they will no longer exist in the LOB. 
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 The second step in constructing the LOB is to match orders with trades to identify 
executions and eliminate them from the book. This merge is done in two steps for buy and sell 
executions. In both steps, I match the orders with trades based on the ticker, date, time, and order 
number variables. Ticker and date matches are straightforward. In addition, the time of order 
submission is required to be at or before the time at which the trade took place. To identify buy 
executions, I match the order number with the buyer’s order number variable (ALANEMIRNO) 
in the trades file, whereas for sell executions, the order number is matched with the seller’s order 
number (SATANEMIRNO) in the trades file. 
 The third stage is aggregating all executions for each order number (an order may have 
executed against several other orders which are each reported as a separate trade, at the same or 
different time points). By doing so, the orders that were not fully executed as of the spread 
calculation time (11AM or 3PM) are identified. At this point, the Fill or Kill orders (KIE) are 
dropped since the unexecuted portion of that type of orders does not enter the LOB. 
 The fourth stage is to identify the “order cross” situations which occur when two orders 
submitted by the same brokerage house match. In this case, the trade is delayed by a couple 
minutes. If an order cross occurs at a time point just before the LOB construction time, and the 
trade is not yet posted in the trades file, which may result in a book where the best bid is equal to 
or higher than the best offer. To prevent such occurrences, order crosses are identified and 
eliminated as if they have executed. After this step, LOBs for all stocks are constructed and are 
ready for analysis. 
 The LOB is then used to compute spreads and market depth for each stock. In order to do 
this, I first separate the unexecuted buy and sell orders into two separate files. Using the buy 
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orders file, the highest five prices (bids) and their corresponding bid sizes are identified and 
stored; and using the sell orders file, the lowest five prices (offers) and their corresponding offer 
sizes are identified and stored. Finally, merging these two files creates a file with the best five 
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